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“MORRY SCHWARTZ’S VISION HAS BECOME AN INSTITUTION AND A TRADITION.” 
— THE GUARDIAN 

THE PUBLISHER

The Saturday Paper is the 
newest addition to the esteemed 
Schwartz Media family of 
publications.

It sits proudly alongside the 
Monthly - the country’s leading 
current affairs magazine - and 
the agenda-setting Quarterly 
Essay. 

Founder Morry Schwartz started 
his first publishing company 
in 1971. Morry has built a 

reputation for publishing the 
highest quality journalism in 
Australia. 

His publications command 
respect and are known as the 
leading sources of commentary 
and analysis for Australia’s most 
influential people.

Schwartz Media has built a 
relationship with its audience 
that is based on trust. It’s the key 
to our success.

Reach Australia’s best and brightest
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Tim Minchin steps out from 
behind his comic piano

David Marr on Abbott’s 
contempt for the law 

Dave Faulkner anoints the 
next Leonard Cohen

Plotting 
the anti-
Abbott 
forces
After weeks of mutinous 
destabilisation by 
backbenchers, the fate 
of the prime minister 
is now in the hands of 
his cabinet ministers. 
Sophie Morris reports.

Tony Abbott’s security 
speech shows him 
already reaching for 
the last trick in the 
conservative playbook. 
Mike Seccombe reports.

Prime minister’s 
new plan: panic

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Prime Minister 
Tony Abbott 
delivers his 
security 
address at AFP 
headquarters.

Australia’s national terrorist threat 
level remained unchanged at high this 
week. The prime ministerial alarm level, 
however, rose dramatically to six fl ags.

When making a speech or giving 
a media conference in the “blue room” 
of parliament, or in the prime minister’s 
courtyard, the leader of the day 
traditionally appears with an Australian 
fl ag either side.

Decorum requires no more and nor 

do the TV cameras. Any extras would be 
out-of-shot anyway.

But two fl ags were not enough for 
Tony Abbott’s national security statement 
on Monday. There were six. They were 
brought in for the occasion – impeccably, 
identically draped, too, each with the big 
seven-pointed star of the Commonwealth 
facing the audience. Whoever the prime 
ministerial fl ag wrangler is, they are really 
on their game.

The usual parliamentary venues 
were not good enough, either. And so 
the event was staged at the headquarters 
of the Australian Federal Police. The 
podium bore the star insignia of the 
AFP. The audience was stacked with 
senior people from the federal police, 
the Australian Defence Force, the spy 
agency ASIO, and representatives of other 
security and law enforcement agencies.

The optics of order and patriotism 
were perfectly contrived for the prime 
minister’s purpose: to create the 

impression of authority. All the better 
then that he was out of Parliament House. 
There, it is plain now to all, his authority 
is crumbling.

His poll numbers are inexorably 
sliding, his party colleagues are leaking 
against him and increasingly inclined to 
look to a new leader. His aggressive and 
erratic displays in the parliament bespeak 
his panic.

And so on Monday Abbott adopted 
the time-honoured tactic of the panicked 
conservative leader. He sought to panic 
others into supporting him. 

Sixteen times in his statement he 
invoked the word “threat”. He described 
that threat, posed by the Islamist “death 
cult” (seven repetitions), in the most 
graphic ways.

Against this danger he off ered seven 
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There is irony in the fact that two 
men who owe their careers to John 
Howard have become lightning rods for 
discontented backbenchers who want to 
end Tony Abbott’s leadership.

Arthur Sinodinos, Howard’s 
former chief of staff , and former Howard 
government minister Mal Brough are 
talking to MPs who are keen to see the 
Liberal leadership crisis resolved.

The unease intensifi ed in a week in 
which it was revealed by The Australian 
that Howard himself was “mystifi ed” 
Abbott had not made the transition from 
opposition to government.

Howard reportedly said he still 
backed Abbott but accepted that, if there 
were a leadership change, it would be to 
Malcolm Turnbull.

For Abbott, a long-time acolyte 
of the former prime minister who once 
famously claimed to be Howard’s “love 
child”, this must be hard to stomach.

Just as it must hurt to be at odds 
with The Australian, with which he has 
long enjoyed a mutually supportive 
relationship. Abbott dismissed as 
“fanciful” a report in the newspaper 
claiming he suggested a unilateral 
invasion of Iraq, with 3500 Australian 
ground troops to confront the Islamic 
State terrorist group.

The furore around this report, by 
John Lyons, nevertheless prevented 
Abbott announcing that Australia would 
send extra military trainers to Iraq. It fell 
to New Zealand Prime Minister John Key 
to reveal that plan while announcing his 
troops’ deployment.

Now cabinet ministers who have 
watched Abbott’s leadership destabilised 
by a backbench revolt are on notice that 
it will be up to them to take the next 
step to end his prime ministership if 
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THE NEWSPAPER

As an independent publication, 
our comprehensive narrative 
journalism is about telling both 
sides of the story, so our tagline,  
‘The Whole Story’, was an 
obvious choice.

THE SHARPEST WRITERS
The paper houses the biggest 
names and best writing in 
news, culture and analysis. 
Serious features stand 
alongside innovative lifestyle 
content. We don’t do traffic 
accidents or cats up trees. We 
present sophisticated news for 
sophisticated readers.

BEAUTIFUL DESIGN
Our bold visual style is unlike 
any other paper. The designers 

used fonts and open layouts 
that shift the paper away from 
a utilitarian design, and which 
signal to readers that they are 
not holding a conventional 
newspaper.

DEEPER ENGAGEMENT
The Saturday Paper fills a 
gaping hole for smart, long-
form content neglected in the 
newspaper market. We are 
a weekly newspaper concise 
enough to read on a Saturday 
morning, but with penetrating 
content that will last all week.

IMMERSIVE READING 
EXPERIENCE
Readers can immerse themselves 
in our enlightening, long-form 

content anywhere, anytime. In 
addition to the paper, we deliver 
a fully responsive website and 
apps, suitable for desktop, tablet 
and smartphone. 

“EVERY WEEK I GASP, 
CRY, SMILE, SHOUT. IN 
SHORT, I AM ENGAGED 
EMOTIONALLY AND 
INTELLECTUALLY. 
THANKS!” — READER 
SURVEY
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Tim Burton talks about 
growing up with Big Eyes

Richard Ackland on the trouble 
with Hockey’s Fairfax case

Designer Dion Lee cuts 
back to take New York

‘Mum, 
the ice - 
I just 
love it’
As police confess they 
are “treading water” 
on the ice epidemic, 
parents are forced into 
desperate measures to 
try to save their families. 
By Richard Butler.

The opposition leader 
is being wedged on data 
retention laws, not just 
by the government 
and the Greens, but 
by his own party. Mike 
Seccombe reports.

Shorten’s big test 
on civil liberties

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Opposition 
Leader Bill 
Shorten in 
the house of 
representatives.

On Tuesday of the last sitting week of 
parliament, formal notifi cation came 
that the government’s long-delayed data 
retention legislation would be up the 
next day.

Finally, after three months’ 
consideration by the powerful 
Parliamentary Joint Committee on 
Intelligence and Security (PJCIS), and 
more than three-dozen recommended 
changes, debate would begin on the bill 

that some consider a major threat to the 
privacy and civil liberties of all Australians.

But about 20 minutes later, 
notifi cation came that it would not be up.

And each day, the pattern repeated. 
“It was put back on and then taken 
off ,” says Greens senator Scott Ludlam, 
“Something odd was going on.”

It appears now that the government 
never really intended to go ahead with 
it. The legislation was not even drafted. 
It was put on the notice paper each day 
because Prime Minister Tony Abbott 
had said he would have the bill in the 
parliament that week.

Which only goes to show Abbott’s 
desperation to look strong on something 
that might distract from the government’s 
domestic policy shambles.

Elsewhere in Parliament House, 
the leaders of the Labor Party had quite 
the opposite concern. Some of the troops 
were threatening to provide a distraction 
from the government’s woes by straying 
from the expedient bipartisanship that 

has been a mark of the national security 
debate over the past 18 months.

The deal the major parties had 
done to pass the Telecommunications 
(Interception and Access) Amendment 
(Data Retention) Bill 2014 was looking 
decidedly shaky.

There were a number of issues. 
Some in Labor saw no need for the 
legislation at all. Like the Greens, like the 
civil liberties organisations, they worried 
about the capacity for abuse inherent in 
private telecommunications companies 
being required to store data at the behest 
of government.

Others had more specifi c concerns. 
The government had agreed to all but 
one of the changes driven through the 
PJCIS by shadow attorney-general Mark 
Dreyfus and shadow communications 
minister Jason Clare. But could the 
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I met Sebastian and Helen in the waiting 
room of a doctor’s clinic in Drouin, east 
of Melbourne. The place was alive with 
the twitching coprolalia of ice, bodies 
spitting and stammering in imprecise 
detox. Every 10 days, they take their son 
Peter there on a six-hour round trip from 
Melbourne’s western suburb Melton, 
hoping the doctor might fi x him.

“We didn’t ever think it would 
come to this,” Sebastian says to me. “This 
makes Breaking Bad look like a cakewalk. 
This makes The Killing look soft. They 
got nothing on the kinds of lives we have. 
That’s just piss TV.”

Sebastian is a big man, hewn 
from rock. There’s nothing poetic about 
his form. When we meet again, it is in 
Melton, where he and his wife work. 
They sit together, but strangely apart. A 
gap forced by the hell in which they fi nd 
themselves. 

Talking about the drug that is 
ruining their son’s life, it is as if they 
are describing a civil war – whole 
communities stripped of hope or 
consequence. As they speak, they seem 
frequently astonished by their own 
stories. As though until now they hadn’t 
the time to realise how terrible things had 
become.

“Some nights when my heart’s 
beating like there’s bombs going off ,” 
Sebastian says, “I look up at the ceiling. 
The room shakes with each explosion 
inside my eyes. I just wonder, ‘What the 
fuck did we do to deserve this?’ I stopped 
promising answers. I stopped saying, 
‘This is what we are going to do to get out 
of this’, because that all dried up a few 
years ago.”

Nearly gone is the rage of his 20s 
when, as the son of Polish and Croatian 
Catholics, he set the world on fi re. He had 
fear and respect for the elder men that 
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The Saturday Paper is 
the boldest voice on the 
Australian newsstand.



National reach
Copies are distributed every Saturday to more than 2,000 newsagents, 
subscribers’ homes, boutique hotels, major airports and special events.

THE NEWSPAPER

INTELLIGENT 
The Saturday Paper is a 
remedy for the wane in quality 
journalism, offering the 
weekend’s best in news, culture 
and analysis.

LONG FORM
Get long-form, in-depth 
accounts of the most important 
topics affecting Australia, 
written by the best writers in the 
country and abroad.

DIGITAL
All subscriptions to The Saturday 
Paper include full digital access, 
including the website as well as 
the iPhone, iPad and Android 
apps. 

A new way of doing news

Trusted writers
Including Martin McKenzie-Murray, Sophie Morris, David Marr, Leigh Sales, 
Paul Bongiorno, Richard Ackland and more.
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THE EDITOR

Founding editor
Erik Jensen has previously 
worked as a journalist and editor 
at The Sydney Morning Herald, 
where his investigative work 
won him the Walkley Award 
for Young Print Journalist of 
the Year and the UNAA’s Media 
Peace Prize. 

His first book, Acute Misfortune: 
The Life and Death of Adam 
Cullen, was short listed for the 
Victorian Premier’s Literary 
Award and his screenplay of 

the book has been sold for 
production as a feature film. 

Jensen’s journalism career began 
in street press more than 10 
years ago. By 16, he was working 
for The Sydney Morning Herald 
as a music critic and opinion 
writer. He joined the paper’s 
news staff at the age of 18, 
dropping out of a law degree. 

Jensen has won awards for 
his coverage of abuses in the 

international education sector, 
which ultimately led to the 
federal Baird Inquiry, as well 
as reports on a racket in which 
Taronga Zoo bred endangered 
animals to sell to shooters. He 
has worked on the paper’s gossip 
pages, as a television critic, and 
acted as both summer editor and 
opinion editor. 

He has also written for the Josh 
Thomas sitcom Please Like Me. 

Erik Jensen, 26, is 
the founding editor of 
The Saturday Paper 
and an award-winning 
writer. 



THE SECTIONS

NEWS 
Major features on the news 
of the week. Investigations. 
Agenda-setting stories. 

OPINION 
The biggest and best voices on 
politics and society. 

CULTURE 
Profiles of leading cultural 
figures. Top critics including 

Helen Razer and Dave Faulkner 
review books, film, television, 
theatre, visual art and dance.
 
LIFE 
Recipes from the country’s 
top chef, Andrew McConnell. 
Sumptuous interiors. Cutting 
edge health, science and 
technology. Superior fashion 
coverage. Travel. Mungo 
MacCallum’s cryptic crossword. 

WORLD 
The highest quality condensed 
coverage of world and business 
news.
 
SPORT 
In-depth interview and photo 
shoot with the week’s most 
significant sports name.  
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FASHION

New York label Tome comes 
clean with a white shirt for anti-
slavery charity Freedom For All. 

Sewing 
new hope
Technically, Tome is not an Australian label. But Ramon 
Martin and Ryan Lobo – based in New York – met in 
Sydney in 1988 when both were studying fashion at the 
University of Technology.

It took a combined 26 years of fashion industry 
experience – Martin working for Alberta Ferretti and 
Jean Paul Gaultier haute couture atelier; Lobo as a 
buyer for the Belinda boutiques and later a fashion 
stylist and editor – before they were ready to launch 
their label together, three years ago. A string of high-
profi le successes have followed, the latest of which has 
a charitable bent.  

In the White Shirt Project, Tome has custom 
designed a shirt for anti-slavery organisation Freedom 
For All. The garment was produced to accompany its 
debut resort collection and the proceeds from its sale 
go directly to the charity.

The pair were already affi  liated with Freedom For 
All founder Katie Ford long before the project came to 

Tome’s White 
Shirt Project.

fruition. The relationship drew the pair’s attention to 
a story that would strike them profoundly. 

“We were at an event for Freedom For All and 
there were some emancipated women speaking,” Martin 
explains from the pair’s studio. “One of them had been 
tricked or enticed into sex traffi  cking with the promise 
of a career in modelling. Someone approached her and 
told her she was very good looking and off ered her a big 
career. They persuaded her to run away from home and 
she ended up in a very dark place.”

Lobo adds: “Katie Ford, as the ex-CEO of Ford 
Models, has tremendous stories of good people in the 
industry and very bad people in the industry. After 
we did our homework we were amazed to discover 
that traffi  cking doesn’t happen ‘over there’, it doesn’t 
happen ‘elsewhere’. It happens in America in a huge, 
systematic way.” 

When the fi rst iteration – a wide-sleeved, collarless 
shirt with oversized front pockets – hit Net-A-Porter 
in late June it sold out within days with a $560 price 
tag. The roaring success of the project means Tome is 
already considering turning the White Shirt Project into 
a capsule range, alongside its next pre-collection. There 
has even been talk of a vertically integrated factory, 
employing formerly traffi  cked women. 

Net-A-Porter was certainly satisfi ed with the 
fi nished product. “We know our customers will love 
this relaxed, oversized and eff ortlessly cool piece. Tome 
really has used the wardrobe staple as a metaphor for a 
clean slate,” says Candice Fragis, a senior buyer for the 
online retail giant. 

Lobo is more cautious when describing his 
approach to creating a garment for such a serious cause. 
“There was the mandate that it had to really be a shirt 
that was, for want of a better term, ‘every woman’. We 
needed it to accommodate a range of shapes and sizes. It 
had to be able to be worn in a variety of ways.”

While the White Shirt Project sprang from their 
relationship with Ford, you can tell the Tome designers 
also view it, in some ways, as a form of penitence for 
working in an industry that often hides its ugly side. 
“Obviously the people that we work with are much 
more ethical,” Lobo says. “But there’s a front out there 
that people are putting on, promising fashion careers, 
modelling careers, beauty careers. And that really 
struck us.” 

The degree of consideration that has gone into this 
single shirt is emblematic of the way Martin and Lobo 
run their three-year-old brand. In a short time they’ve 
achieved more than most of their fellow graduates could 
have hoped for. Tome’s path to success has been short 
on missteps and long on leg-ups from very high places. 
The label seems to be building with speed and precision 
towards very big things. 

Already Tome has won the Ecco Domani Fashion 
Foundation award, which gave the pair the money to 
launch their fi rst runway presentation early last year, 

and it has been a fi nalist for the Council of Fashion 
Designers of America and Vogue Fashion Fund, which 
led to mentoring from the likes of Vogue editor-in-chief 
Anna Wintour. 

Lately, their list of buyers has swollen to include 
Saks Fifth Avenue, as well as Myer back at home, 
alongside major online stores such as Moda Operandi 
and The Corner. With big buyers come big collections, 
and Martin admits he fi nds the pace of the fashion cycle 
“relentless”. 

Resort wear was an exception to this. “It was a nice 
moment of respite.” 

Resort collections land in stores midway through 
the northern hemisphere winter. Light, unchallenging 
and designed to be packed on holiday to warmer climes, 
resort is considered the most commercial collection of 
the four-season fashion cycle. 

For Tome, this meant a chance to design a 
greatest hits range, incorporating the house’s shirting, 
voluminous trousers and minimal slip fi ne evening wear. 
“All of the Tome signatures are still there. We didn’t 
compromise. It was nice to refl ect on the strengths of the 
brand and take stock,” says Martin.

Although Tome’s heart is in New York, the pair 
still have ties to their home country, in the form of very 
supportive buyers. Their fi rst order was from Australian 
online retailer My Chameleon, and those early 
relationships remain valuable to the brand. This makes 
a resort collection especially crucial, since mid-winter in 
the US is high summer back home. Resort has proved to 
be a very lucrative niche for Australian designers, with 
well-established brands such as Zimmermann focusing 
strongly on the collection. 

“As Australians, I think we’re at an advantage when 
it comes to designing clothes for hot weather,” Lobo 
explains. 

Injecting an entire extra collection into your 
production cycle does pose some problems, however. 
“We haven’t grown that much internally. But our 
business has grown,” says Martin. “It’s challenging. What 
we do has to be sustainable. All areas could be expanded, 
but you have to pick and choose.” 

As the brand grows, these choices will get 
increasingly diffi  cult, but the pair insist that the dialogue 
between them is the most central element of the 
business. “I’m still the buyer,” Lobo explains. “I hate to 
hear myself do it, but I’m always the one asking ‘who 
is going to buy that?’ I think I’ve become even more 
conservative now that it’s my own business.”

On a regular day in Tome’s Hell’s Kitchen offi  ce, 
there are about half-a-dozen people working away. This 
number will swell several times in September, when 
Tome prepares to show its Spring/Summer collection, 
a range the pair have just started working on.

“When we moved here a year ago, it felt like a 
palace,” says Martin. “But when it’s all hands on deck, 
suddenly, it seems very cramped.” • JO
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ALYX GORMAN
is the editor of 
theglow.com.au.
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Wagging the dog
This story could begin anywhere – in 
NSW’s Macquarie Street or in Spring 
Street, Melbourne, or on Adelaide’s North 
Terrace – but for the sake of currency it 
will begin in Canberra. 

For weeks now, rumours have been 
traded about the insuff erable tension 
in Senator Ricky Muir’s offi  ce – the 
cagey body language, the long silences. 
On one side was Muir’s chief of staff , 
Keith Littler, who’s also the Australian 
Motoring Enthusiast Party’s founder. On 
the other, the preference shaman Glenn 
Druery – who so successfully applied his 
arcane talents to Muir’s party – and Peter 
Breen, a former NSW parliamentarian. 
Muir has been wedged uncomfortably in 
the middle. There has been acrimony and 
accusations, and so far Muir has favoured 
Littler. As it is, his offi  ce is without any 
parliamentary experience for the time 
being, more vulnerable to the weird 
crosswinds of the crossbench. In the 
space of a week Muir jettisoned Druery 
and Breen. There have also been rumours 
that Littler is agitating to replace Muir. 
The situation is less about the unfl edged 
senator and more about the control of his 
ancillary power by his staff . 

In Victoria, police are now 
investigating what has been obligingly 
labelled Tapegate. The Age newspaper 
journalist Farrah Tomazin, covering the 
ALP State Conference earlier this year, 
accidentally misplaced her dictaphone, 
which contained sensitive and 
confi dential conversations with a number 
of political fi gures. One of those was 
former premier, Ted Baillieu, who could 
be heard making muscular denunciations 
of Liberal colleagues.

Dutifully submitted to lost property 
by a security guard, the device was quickly 
pocketed by Labor operatives tipped 
off  by the Fairfax sticker plastering the 
back of it. Very soon it found its way into 
the hands of opposition leader Daniel 
Andrews’ closest advisers. Later still, an 
unknown fi gure – possibly a Liberal – 
emailed the Baillieu recording to every 
Liberal member. The tape – and recorder 
– have since been destroyed.

The Age, understandably, has 
pursued this doggedly. The police are 
doing the same. Andrews has referred 
to it as a “mess” and Labor staff ers are 
desperate to bury the story. Approached 
for comment, a spokesperson for Premier 
Denis Napthine simply referred me 
to the transcriptions of fi ve broadcast 
interviews. A sample from Matthew 
Guy, the Victorian planning minister: 
“This is about the character and the 
judgement of a man who wants to be the 
premier in November. If he can’t answer 

these questions now, how on earth can 
Victorians believe a single promise he 
makes in the lead-up to November.”

Political advisers have been around 
for a long time – mocked and lionised 
in popular culture, but largely ignored 
by voters. They are easy subjects of 
contempt, and the most famous adviser 
of all – Machiavelli – has since been 
boiled down to a pejorative, his work 
simplistically interpreted as a template 
for the amoral assumption of power. 

There is always the risk of blowback 
with dirt campaigns, but the risk doesn’t 
always have a restraining eff ect – the 
frisson of danger itself is the thing 
fuelling some operatives. I saw this as 
a lowly staff er in Western Australia, 
indirectly serving the premier in a Labor 
government. I was a junior speechwriter 
in title, but was called upon for all sorts 
of political miscellanea. Chaperoning 
cabinet to community events; partially 
managing a local campaign during the 
2008 election. I was a proud grunt. 

We all knew of a terribly kept 
secret. For months, those in the premier’s 
offi  ce – and many outside it – knew that 
the opposition leader, Troy Buswell, had 
committed a memorably bizarre act, one 
that we suspected might conclude with 
his embarrassed retreat to the backbench. 

The whispers shared by advisers 
and journalists were that Buswell had, at 
a private gathering of staff , sniff ed a seat 
freshly vacated by a female colleague. It 
is not known if this unpolished burlesque 
was met with silence or supportive 
cackling, but the woman in question was 
unimpressed. It was variously interpreted 
as demeaning vulgarity, “Troy being Troy” 
or simply the silver bullet Labor needed 
for a third consecutive term in a state 
historically suspicious of the Liberals. We 
were astonished that Buswell could gift us 
this own goal, an act that both confi rmed 
suspicions that Buswell’s “larrikinism” 
was really booze-fuelled loutishness, and 
that was so uniquely memorable water-
cooler chats and comics would happily 
propel the story for us. We wouldn’t have 
to do anything. 

Back then, there was some hushed 
consideration of Buswell’s mental state, 
but the principal concern was how best 
to use this information – or if it should 
be used at all. As the more mature staff  
realised, the use of dirt was morally 
volatile. The story was given to one of 
Perth’s two major newspapers, which sat 
on it – perhaps awaiting corroboration, 
or perhaps out of some rare sense of 
discretion. And so we did, too. We waited 
for months. 

The proud custodians of this 
information were senior apparatchiks, an 
unruly cabal of saints and clowns. There 
was an adviser who seemed forever stuck 
in a cloud of panicked gesticulation – 
hectoring, impatient, always exhorting 
obedience without ever defi ning it. 
There was another confi dante of the 
premier who made a habit of sharing very 
little information, as to simultaneously 
empower herself and weaken others. It 
had a ruinous eff ect on morale. Another 
junior staff er – partially in control of 
the dirt unit – seemed to fl oat down 
corridors, serenely aided by a cushion of 
self-congratulation. I dubbed him a “West 
Winger” – a bloke who had transposed 
his love of the American political series 
into a comically enlarged belief in his 
importance. His boastful aspiration 
was to some day serve as chief of staff  
to a prime minister. He was the cynic’s 
archetype of the staff er – cocooned, 
duplicitous and itchy with ambition. 

The response to another TV series 
– the Australian satire The Hollowmen, 
which was then screening – was even 
stranger. Rather than being chastened by 
what was an accurate excoriation, a sort 
of cognitive dissonance kicked in and the 
show was adopted as fond recognition. 
Their recondite art was now being 
installed in popular culture. But others 
trembled with the shock of recognition. 

This kind of enchantment made 
some oblivious to the seam of banality 
that runs through state politics. There 
are more appearances at the WA Kitchen 
and Bathroom Awards then there are 
with foreign dignitaries. In Don Watson’s 
celebrated biography of Keating – which 
serves also as a memoir of Watson’s time 
as his speechwriter – he’s lyrically aware 
of the schizophrenia of political life: the 
romantic and prosaic; the strategic and 
guilelessly improvised; the pointy heads 
and bleeding hearts. 

But few, it seems, are. Prominent 
Melbourne broadcaster Neil Mitchell 
referred to the dictaphone scandal on his 
show like this: “These tricks make the 
TV drama House of Cards seem deadly 
accurate”, which to be true would mean 
Daniel Andrews is literally murdering 
political opponents. Hyperbole aside, 
Mitchell was conjoining an act of banal 
mischief and probable criminality with 
a show of camp and lushly baroque 
intrigue. It’s more fantasy than satire, 
and a world away from the Kitchen and 
Bathroom Awards. Mitchell’s was a 
throwaway line perhaps, but it’s also 
a telling confl ation. 

When news fi nally broke of 
Buswell’s sniff , it was as catastrophic 

for him as we wished it to be. Buswell 
convened a press conference, generously 
fl anked by his wife, and wept. Amid 
the raw contrition, he relinquished 
the leadership. The next day, Premier 
Alan Carpenter called the election – the 
earliest poll date in decades. It was just 
another opportunity. 

The treatment of this story was 
restricted by the trope of palace drama 
fi xed upon it by staff ers and journalists. 
For the media it became a B-grade 
Greek tragedy, and an opportunity 
for the premier to ruthlessly exploit 
the opposition’s temporary disarray – 
although it backfi red. For Labor, it was a 
triumph in a zero-sum game – although 
it wasn’t. For the callow young man I 
was, I simply appreciated a ringside seat 
to the fi asco. 

Lost in all of this were serious 
discussions of the sexual harassment and 
its contested parameters. Sidelined was 
the eff ect on the woman involved – she 
took stress leave while the story blew 
up around her. Largely ignored were 
questions of alcohol and self-destruction, 
which sorrowfully unfurled for Buswell 
recently, who had since resurrected 
himself as WA treasurer. Gone entirely 
was the fact that the Labor government 
was almost completely bereft of ideas – or 
had long stopped listening to those who 
had some. The aching sense was that 
no one could behold all these elements 
simultaneously. The narratives of politics, 
the media or personal rationalisation are 
often simple. 

Missing so far from this account 
are the staff  possessed of awesome 
seriousness, intelligence and despair at 
the systemic commitment to spin. In all 
of my discussions for this piece – and it’s 
consistent with my own experience – is 
a frustration with generalisations. I met 
people of unswerving loyalty, convinced 
of political and personal principles 
that were larger than themselves. That 
loyalty was manifest in hard work and 
responsible service, not as engagement 
with the darker practices of politics. They 
were impressive. 

“It’s impossible to give a profi le of 
the average staff er,” a senior Canberra 
adviser told me. “It’s not necessarily 
where you come from, either. That’s 
another contradiction. I know awesome 
people who have come up through the 
machine, but they really care about 
outcomes. Others are purely there 
because they want to be preselected. It’s 
hard to generalise.”

A Victorian Labor staff er said: 
“I’ve worked with some incredible 
people who outshine the politicians who 
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With politics now in the thrall of a 24/7 news cycle, 
media advisers are becoming worryingly central to 
decision-making. Martin McKenzie-Murray reports.
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employ them, and I’ve worked with some 
deadshits who think it’s all an episode of 
The West Wing.” 

The Canberra staff er has seen how 
the dramatically increased pressures of 
politics – largely the result of a breathless 
enrapture with a 24/7 news cycle – have 
created an environment that repels the 
highly accomplished. “I think the quality of 
people you’d ideally want, are ex-dep secs 
of departments. But those people don’t 
want to work in the kinds of environments 
we’ve now created: the constant pressure 
and ridiculous volumes. Staff ers get paid 
well, don’t get me wrong, but dep secs get 
paid much better and don’t have to put 
up with the kinds of bullshit that staff ers 
do. So you’re not going to get those really 
experienced hands.” 

In such an environment the primacy 
of the media adviser has grown, and it was 
a hotly recurring theme among the staff ers 
I spoke to. The Victorian staff er lamented 
that “media units seem increasingly 
central to decision-making processes. 
Media advisers aren’t just selling policy 
now, they’re helping decide what the 
policy is. In opposition that tendency 
is manageable, but in government it 
becomes damaging and unsustainable. 
At best your agenda becomes insipid 
and uninspiring like the last days of 
[Victoria’s] Brumby government; at 
worst you have brain-farts like ‘Cash for 
Clunkers’ becoming party policy.” 

The federal adviser grew frustrated 
by what he considered the retarding 
infl uence of media handlers during 
2012 and 2013 – a serial complaint 
not only of the staff ers I spoke to, but 
public servants. He was exasperated as 
he spoke. “I saw reactive changing of a 
policy position. We might be thinking 
about doing something for the budget, 
and a story breaks that we’re doing it 
so we rule it out by the afternoon and 
completely fuck ourselves. There’s 
defi nitely a sense of the tail wagging the 
dog. I’ve heard horrendous stories of 
media advisers saying things like, ‘That 
policy doesn’t sound good, so let’s change 
it to x.’ It’s ridiculous. The thing about 
media advisers coming up with policy 
in the middle of the night – that’s not 
just about the calibre of advisers, but 
the calibre of ministers and what their 
values are. They’re ultimately signing 
off . If you have high-quality people in 
ministry, hopefully there’d be less of that 
crap. But you need backbone.”

For some time, the relationship 
between ministerial offi  ces and their 
corresponding departments has been 
queried. A repeated complaint is that 

the ratio of political machine men to 
bureaucratic experts in political offi  ce 
has grown dispiritingly in favour of the 
former. An element of this is the new 
hyper-management of the media. In 
March this year, former secretary of the 
Department of Innovation Don Russell – 
also a former economic adviser to prime 
minister Paul Keating – gave a lecture 
at the Australian National University. 
Towards the end, he refl ected on the 
relationship between political offi  ce 
and departments. “It is fair to say that 
Australia has developed a political culture 
where it has become commonplace for 
decisions to be taken in ministers’ offi  ces 
with little or no departmental input or 
awareness. Departments end up with an 
implementing role.

“Such a dishevelled approach 
makes governments look untidy and 
confused. But, more importantly, it stops 
governments achieving the outcomes 
they want; they make decisions without 
all the information and without fully 
understanding the consequences.” 

But Russell’s next line was 
surprising – it wasn’t an indictment of 
media advisers, rather the departments 
themselves: “It may seem harsh, but 
much responsibility for this unfortunate 
situation lies with departmental 
secretaries.” Russell argued that 
ministers shouldn’t become attached to 
the dubious power of media releases – but 
also that department secretaries must 
remember that “they have more power 
than they think” in correcting their 
relationship with their political masters. 

The role of departments, and 
their often-fraught relationship 
with ministerial offi  ces, is frequently 
overlooked. Our cognitive handle for 
politics is parliament, and the vital 
machinery of governance is ignored 
unless departments are being used as 
examples of government largesse. The 
forms of bureaucratic obeisance are 
hotly contested – public servants are 
democratically obliged to bend towards 
their elected masters, but how far? And 
what is the right response when the 
relationship of dominance is abused and 
political offi  ces cherrypick their advice? 

I wondered whether such banal 
spectacles as the stolen dictaphone might 
be mitigated against by a restoration of 
more senior bureaucrats as advisers. 
But I was reminded that this was too 
simplistic. The federal adviser told me: 
“Hubris can manifest itself in the public 
service, too. Senior public servants will 
often have a pretty clear view of what the 
outcome should be and will sometimes 
stack their advice in a certain way, or 

leave key bits of information out, so that 
they get the decision that they think is 
right. They’ll substitute themselves as 
the decision-makers.” 

The same adviser also argued that 
there were very diff erent mentalities in 
play, and that political parties should be 
served by those with a sincere belief in 
their philosophy.

 “It’s far too simplistic to assume 
that bureaucrats are good and political 
hacks are bad. Some of the political 
hacks have a better, more noble reason 
for being there than some bureaucrats. 
Like everywhere, I guess. The thing to 
remember about public servants is that 
they don’t necessarily believe in anything 
political. The ideal public servant is 
someone with great discipline and 
attention to detail, [who]implements 
the government’s policy – and when the 
government changes, undoes it and does 
the complete opposite thing with the 
same amount of zeal. 

“So potentially, yes, you might 
have less scandals like Tapegate if you 
had more public servants in political 
offi  ce, but on the other hand, at least 
political apparatchiks actually believe 
in something. Public servants don’t 
necessarily have that vision, or guidance, 
or values. Of course, sometimes those 
values are bankrupt – they’re about 
beating the other side at all costs – but 
sometimes it’s a grounded sense of why 
they’re there.”

In Don Watson’s Recollections 
of a Bleeding Heart, he recalls reading 
a letter written by the Department 
of Prime Minister and Cabinet to the 
parents of a young murder victim, on 
behalf of Keating. “It was grotesque: it 
resembled a pro forma, opening with 
the usual formalities and maintaining 
an oppressive bureaucratic tone to the 
end. I wrote a new draft.” Sometimes 
enchantment is good. 

If there’s a simple evaluation to be 
made, and there aren’t many, it’s that 
tribalism can inspire publicly benefi cial 
commitment, as it can toxicity. A 
federal adviser told me there should be 
limitations on time spent in political 
offi  ce. “One of the things that worries 
me about staff ers – particularly the ones 

who’ve been doing it for a long time – is 
that there’s a bit of a disconnect from 
the real world. Canberra is not the real 
world. And the amount of money staff ers 
are getting paid is well beyond what the 
average person is on. It’s why I think 
you shouldn’t stay in it for too long. It’s 
hard to stay in touch. It becomes all 
about today’s win and you lose sight of 
larger things.”

The adviser passionately circled 
back to this theme later: “The longer 
they’re in it, the more they drink the 
Kool-Aid. I think it’s easy for people to get 
wrapped up in the mentality of beating 
the other side. The more people get 
exposed to that, and make crap decisions 
which have poor public policy outcomes 
but might be benefi cial politically, the 
more that becomes ingrained as the way 
to get stuff  done. My personal view – and 
some colleagues strongly disagree with 
me – is that those jobs are really good 
jobs, and that the cynical view people 
have of staff ers can be a bit unfair or 
misguided, but I don’t think they’re 
sustainable long term.” 

The Kool-Aid is an imperishable 
belief in the rightness of the party, and 
it can stoke feverish competition. The 
adviser believes that’s what happened 
with the decision to swipe the dictaphone 
– the darkly competitive instincts of the 
tribe took hold. Disgraced champion 
cyclist Lance Armstrong was in a tribe 
of one, and the grubby maintenance 
of that tribe was disguised by charity 
work, obsequious journalists and the 
halo of cancer recovery. But today, 
after the fall, there’s still only partial 
contrition. Armstrong cannot accept that 
he was really cheating – by doping he 
was simply joining the synthetic status 
quo. If everyone else was doing it, he’d 
be destructively naive not to claim it 
for himself. Doping wasn’t so much an 
advantage, but the erasure of a handicap. 

The same logic is likely to be at 
play here. A federal adviser said you can 
fi nd people who “ask themselves the 
question: ‘Would the other side do it 
anyway?’ Everyone’s playing hardball. But 
ultimately you would hope the judgement 
is that, ‘No, this is fucked.’ But others 
would think: ‘If we show mercy, would 
our opponents do the same?’”

“AUSTRALIA HAS DEVELOPED A POLITICAL CULTURE 
WHERE IT HAS BECOME COMMONPLACE FOR 
DECISIONS TO BE TAKEN IN MINISTERS’ OFFICES 
WITH LITTLE OR NO DEPARTMENTAL INPUT.”

Sections



THE AUDIENCE

Exclusive readership
45% of The Saturday Paper readers do 
not read The Sydney Morning Herald, 
The Age, The Australian or The 
Financial Review on weekends.

Our readers prefer to engage with high quality 
media channels such as the ABC, independent 
cinema and independent print titles. For many of 
them, The Saturday Paper is the only commercial 
media that they read.

  45%

MEDIA LEGAL & 
COMMUNITY EDUCATION GOVERNMENT BUSINESS

Who are they?
They are hard-to-reach professionals, principally key-decision makers.

(Source: Roy Morgan, March 2015)
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87,000
Print readership
NSW, VIC & ACT.
QLD, SA, WA & TAS still to be surveyed

120,000
Unique browsers
220,000 page views

52
Average age
51% Male, 49% Female

70%
University educated
39% have a postgrad degree

$29b
Savings & investments
Average of $337,000 per reader

48%
Socially aware
Roy Morgan ‘values segment’
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READERS ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT

Readership profile
Readers of The Saturday Paper are typically highly 
educated, affluent and socially aware.

(Source: Roy Morgan, March 2015, Google Analytics, MediaCom Reader Survey, 2014)



EMPLOYMENT

Professionals    48%

Decision-makers    33%

Government    25%

Managers    20%

Education    14%

C-suite & legislators   5%

Media     2%

INCOME

AB quintile    48%

Big spenders    52%

$200K+ household income   20%

AGE

18-34     20%

35-49     22%

50-69     45%

Average age    52

GENDER

Men     51%

Women     49%

STATUS

Partner with children   30%

Partner and no children   36%

Single     32%

LOCATION

Capital cities    75%

Eastern states    TBA

HOUSE

Home owners    78%

Semi-detached    18%

Home value $1 million+   27%

EDUCATION

Tertiary educated    70%

Postgraduates    39%

THE AUDIENCE

(Source: Roy Morgan, March 2015)
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DIGITAL

The Saturday Paper celebrates 
reading across all platforms. 
The fully responsive website 
and app have been designed 
specifically to give prominence 
to the superior news coverage. 
Layouts are respectful of 
content and advertising, and 
the uncluttered environment 
enables seamless navigation. 

In addition, a weekly EDM, 
The Saturday Briefing, 
aggregates key news from each

issue of The Saturday Paper and 
lands in inboxes on Saturday 
mornings, maximising 
engagement with online 
content, and driving social 
media conversation across the 
weekend.

The paper’s quality long-form 
journalism provides much 
higher reader engagement than 
our rivals. The longer than 
average time spent interacting 
with the website and 

application is indicative of the 
strength of our readers’ 
relationship to the paper. An 
audience that is consistently 
loyal across a variety of 
platforms provides unique 
branding opportunities for 
advertisers.

120,000
Unique desktop browsers
Average session duration 5:12

76,000
Unique mobile  browsers
Average session duration 2:36

42,000
Unique tablet browsers
Average session duration 7:18

25,000
App downloads per month
iPhone, iPad and Android

25,000
Subscribers to The Saturday 

Briefing EDM
55% average open rate

Digital

(Source: Google Analytics, Mailchimp, iTunes Connect, June 2015)
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TRAVEL

Perched above the pine forests 
of Bhutan, the Tiger’s Nest 
Monastery off ers determined 
tourists the chance to ascend to 
a higher spiritual plane.

Climbing 
with tigers
In the end they put as all to shame – a group, near to 
double fi gures, of elderly Japanese hikers, including 
one demure lady said to be 76. Barely a word came from 
them, beyond the odd admiring exclamation as they 
gazed out and across the Paro Valley, a view that grew 
more spectacular as they ascended towards Tiger’s Nest.

The climb, now famous far beyond the borders 
of the mystical landlocked nation of Bhutan, holds an 
element of the samurai spirit of bushido for the Japanese 
taking it on. For everyone else? Well, there’s a decent 
boast to be had back home in saying that you made it 
high into the Himalayas, to the precincts of the country’s 
most famous monastery.

Bhutan’s 
most famous 
monastery, 
Taktshang 
Goemba. 

The venerated religious site Taktshang Goemba, 
literally translated as Tiger’s Nest Monastery, should 
be the sole domain of serene monks, sited as it is, some 
say miraculously, on a precipice 900 metres above 
the fl oor of the valley, appearing to be more a product 
of Hollywood computer-generated imagery than 
architecture. But the donkey and mule trains laboriously 
ferrying supplies to the holy orders in the clouds are 
forced to share the steep mountain path with a steady 
fl ow of determined climbers. Measured breaths, one foot 
slowly in front of the other, they ascend to the divine 
realm in a ceaseless stream. 

Tourists arrive at the gathering place cum car 
park at the base, some eight kilometres out of the Paro 
township. There, brass and woven ornaments are sold 
and horses are available for inexpensive hire (one way 
only; they come down with empty saddles, lest they 
tumble tail over snout and propel passengers into a tree). 

But the fact we are heading for a ney – a holy place 
– becomes plainly apparent with the spinning of prayer 
wheels and tying of prayer fl ags, the gentle murmurings 
of Bhutanese pilgrims heard in the wind wending its 
way through the pine trees, the side paths to meditation 
caves or a sign exhorting you to “Walk to Guru’s Glory” 
and, always, the looming magnifi cence of an incredible 
monastery built more than 300 years ago. This is no 
mere hike. 

A couple of hours each way is generally allowed by 
the walkers, with the more athletic smugly awaiting the 
stragglers in their party while taking tea and pastries at 
the cafeteria at 2940 metres or posing for photographs 
at the lookout opposite the monastery at 3140 metres. Of 
course the geriatric Japanese, not inclined to miss either 
refreshment or happy snaps, manage to do it all with 
time to spare.

Legend has it that, with the right spiritual plane or 
connections, one can bypass feet and steed and make it 
into the clouds on the back of a magic tiger, though they 
seemed to be in short supply the day of my climb. Legend 
also insists that the complex of ornate religious buildings 
is anchored in place by the hairs of dakinis (celestial 
females), which is as good an explanation as any for how 
everything hangs together, I suppose. The monastery 
clings, as one phrase goes, to the side of the mountain 
like a gecko.

The holy site has not been without mishaps and 
misadventure, however. In 1998 a fi re, which some 
suspect may have been deliberately lit to disguise a 

theft, wiped out the main building of Taktshang Goemba 
and all that was within. The king was on hand in 2005 
to oversee the reopening after years of painstaking 
construction using materials carted up the mountain on 
the backs of workers or in a cable lift. Seems the magic 
tigers were on holiday then as well. 

By the time you’ve dragged your weary carcass 
to the lookout, preparing to tread the fi nal paths and 
suspensions to the holy grail of the monastery, you 
have made friends for life – Argentinian accountants, 
German footballers, Kiwi podiatrists, and those retired 
Japanese salarymen. The sense of camaraderie is 
palpable, everyone spending but half a day of their time 
in Bhutan achieving something of no small signifi cance. 
In a country replete with imposing structures in often 
breathtaking locations, Taktshang Goemba is a national 
motif, the most recognisable landmark.

The elegant Temple of the Guru with Eight 
Names, the centrepiece of the monastery, was built 
in 1692 at the cave where Bhutan’s patron saint, Guru 
Padmasambhava, the man credited with bringing 
Buddhism to the country, is said to have meditated 
for three months in the 8th century. With gurus 
supposedly fl ying in and out of the lair on the back of 
tigers of varying disposition, the place was eventually 
consecrated to tame the tiger demon. 

There are so many confl icting and overlapping 
tales and legends, rich in reincarnation, that you could 
take a degree course before visiting Taktshang Goemba. 
But suffi  ce to say that over the centuries many of the 
region’s great and holy have made their way up from the 
Paro Valley to meditate, seek enlightenment and most 
certainly harden their bodies on near vertical cliff  sides.

There are four main temples and eight caves in 
the Tiger’s Nest – comprising images of bodhisattvas, 
fl ickering butter lamps and paintings on pedestals – and 
all are interconnected by wooden bridges and steps 
carved into rock. 

On a good day – and they are plentiful – there 
are clouds shrouding the monastery and moss hanging 
from the pine forest’s fl uttering prayer fl ags. You can 
hear the wind whistling over the rocky plateau known 
as the Hundred Thousand Fairies, the faint squeaking 
of prayer wheels, and water tumbling over rocks and 
splashing into a sacred pool. Though you know exactly 
where you are (and will be after lunch), for the fatigued 
climber there is an overwhelming sense of remoteness. 
And privilege. • GL
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FASHION

New York label Tome comes 
clean with a white shirt for anti-
slavery charity Freedom For All. 

Sewing 
new hope
Technically, Tome is not an Australian label. But Ramon 
Martin and Ryan Lobo – based in New York – met in 
Sydney in 1988 when both were studying fashion at the 
University of Technology.

It took a combined 26 years of fashion industry 
experience – Martin working for Alberta Ferretti and 
Jean Paul Gaultier haute couture atelier; Lobo as a 
buyer for the Belinda boutiques and later a fashion 
stylist and editor – before they were ready to launch 
their label together, three years ago. A string of high-
profi le successes have followed, the latest of which has 
a charitable bent.  

In the White Shirt Project, Tome has custom 
designed a shirt for anti-slavery organisation Freedom 
For All. The garment was produced to accompany its 
debut resort collection and the proceeds from its sale 
go directly to the charity.

The pair were already affi  liated with Freedom For 
All founder Katie Ford long before the project came to 

Tome’s White 
Shirt Project.

fruition. The relationship drew the pair’s attention to 
a story that would strike them profoundly. 

“We were at an event for Freedom For All and 
there were some emancipated women speaking,” Martin 
explains from the pair’s studio. “One of them had been 
tricked or enticed into sex traffi  cking with the promise 
of a career in modelling. Someone approached her and 
told her she was very good looking and off ered her a big 
career. They persuaded her to run away from home and 
she ended up in a very dark place.”

Lobo adds: “Katie Ford, as the ex-CEO of Ford 
Models, has tremendous stories of good people in the 
industry and very bad people in the industry. After 
we did our homework we were amazed to discover 
that traffi  cking doesn’t happen ‘over there’, it doesn’t 
happen ‘elsewhere’. It happens in America in a huge, 
systematic way.” 

When the fi rst iteration – a wide-sleeved, collarless 
shirt with oversized front pockets – hit Net-A-Porter 
in late June it sold out within days with a $560 price 
tag. The roaring success of the project means Tome is 
already considering turning the White Shirt Project into 
a capsule range, alongside its next pre-collection. There 
has even been talk of a vertically integrated factory, 
employing formerly traffi  cked women. 

Net-A-Porter was certainly satisfi ed with the 
fi nished product. “We know our customers will love 
this relaxed, oversized and eff ortlessly cool piece. Tome 
really has used the wardrobe staple as a metaphor for a 
clean slate,” says Candice Fragis, a senior buyer for the 
online retail giant. 

Lobo is more cautious when describing his 
approach to creating a garment for such a serious cause. 
“There was the mandate that it had to really be a shirt 
that was, for want of a better term, ‘every woman’. We 
needed it to accommodate a range of shapes and sizes. It 
had to be able to be worn in a variety of ways.”

While the White Shirt Project sprang from their 
relationship with Ford, you can tell the Tome designers 
also view it, in some ways, as a form of penitence for 
working in an industry that often hides its ugly side. 
“Obviously the people that we work with are much 
more ethical,” Lobo says. “But there’s a front out there 
that people are putting on, promising fashion careers, 
modelling careers, beauty careers. And that really 
struck us.” 

The degree of consideration that has gone into this 
single shirt is emblematic of the way Martin and Lobo 
run their three-year-old brand. In a short time they’ve 
achieved more than most of their fellow graduates could 
have hoped for. Tome’s path to success has been short 
on missteps and long on leg-ups from very high places. 
The label seems to be building with speed and precision 
towards very big things. 

Already Tome has won the Ecco Domani Fashion 
Foundation award, which gave the pair the money to 
launch their fi rst runway presentation early last year, 

and it has been a fi nalist for the Council of Fashion 
Designers of America and Vogue Fashion Fund, which 
led to mentoring from the likes of Vogue editor-in-chief 
Anna Wintour. 

Lately, their list of buyers has swollen to include 
Saks Fifth Avenue, as well as Myer back at home, 
alongside major online stores such as Moda Operandi 
and The Corner. With big buyers come big collections, 
and Martin admits he fi nds the pace of the fashion cycle 
“relentless”. 

Resort wear was an exception to this. “It was a nice 
moment of respite.” 

Resort collections land in stores midway through 
the northern hemisphere winter. Light, unchallenging 
and designed to be packed on holiday to warmer climes, 
resort is considered the most commercial collection of 
the four-season fashion cycle. 

For Tome, this meant a chance to design a 
greatest hits range, incorporating the house’s shirting, 
voluminous trousers and minimal slip fi ne evening wear. 
“All of the Tome signatures are still there. We didn’t 
compromise. It was nice to refl ect on the strengths of the 
brand and take stock,” says Martin.

Although Tome’s heart is in New York, the pair 
still have ties to their home country, in the form of very 
supportive buyers. Their fi rst order was from Australian 
online retailer My Chameleon, and those early 
relationships remain valuable to the brand. This makes 
a resort collection especially crucial, since mid-winter in 
the US is high summer back home. Resort has proved to 
be a very lucrative niche for Australian designers, with 
well-established brands such as Zimmermann focusing 
strongly on the collection. 

“As Australians, I think we’re at an advantage when 
it comes to designing clothes for hot weather,” Lobo 
explains. 

Injecting an entire extra collection into your 
production cycle does pose some problems, however. 
“We haven’t grown that much internally. But our 
business has grown,” says Martin. “It’s challenging. What 
we do has to be sustainable. All areas could be expanded, 
but you have to pick and choose.” 

As the brand grows, these choices will get 
increasingly diffi  cult, but the pair insist that the dialogue 
between them is the most central element of the 
business. “I’m still the buyer,” Lobo explains. “I hate to 
hear myself do it, but I’m always the one asking ‘who 
is going to buy that?’ I think I’ve become even more 
conservative now that it’s my own business.”

On a regular day in Tome’s Hell’s Kitchen offi  ce, 
there are about half-a-dozen people working away. This 
number will swell several times in September, when 
Tome prepares to show its Spring/Summer collection, 
a range the pair have just started working on.

“When we moved here a year ago, it felt like a 
palace,” says Martin. “But when it’s all hands on deck, 
suddenly, it seems very cramped.” • JO
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FOOD

Penang curry
Serves 6

I like to eat this dish with lightly pickled cucumbers and, although 
not traditional, roti bread to mop up the juices.

Paste
– 1 tsp cumin seeds
– 1 tsp white peppercorns 
– 10 large dried red chillies, deseeded and soaked in water until soft 
– 3 coriander roots, fi nely chopped
– 2 tbsp chopped galangal
– 2 tbsp chopped lemongrass, about 1 stalk
– 6 medium-sized red shallots, chopped 
– 6 cloves garlic, chopped
– 4 tbsp skinned, raw peanuts, boiled for 20 minutes

Using a mortar and pestle, pound the cumin seeds and peppercorns 
followed by all the ingredients except the peanuts. When the paste is 
smooth, add the peanuts and pound again. If this becomes tedious, 
transfer the paste to a food processor and blend until smooth. 

Curry
– 2 kg oxtail cut into pieces, ask your butcher to do this. (You could 
substitute a cut of braising beef such as shin or brisket.)
– 2 x 400ml tins of coconut milk

To fi nish 
– 3 tbsp oil
– 1 x 400ml tin coconut cream 
– 4 tbsp palm sugar
– 5 tbsp fi sh sauce
– juice of 1 lime 
– 8 kaffi  r lime leaves, torn
– ½ bunch Thai basil leaves, picked 
– 2 long red or green chillies, deseeded and thinly sliced

Place the oxtail in a large pot and cover with cold water. Bring it to 
a boil then simmer gently for one hour, skimming off  any scum or 
fat that comes to the surface. Strain, reserving the cooking water, 
which should have a mild beef stock fl avour. 

Add three tablespoons of oil to a saucepan and fry the curry paste 
until it becomes aromatic. Add the oxtail, coconut milk and enough 
of the cooking water to just cover the oxtail. 

Bring to a simmer and cook gently for two hours. If necessary, top 
up with water from time to time. Aft er two hours of cooking, test a 
piece of oxtail. The meat should be giving and fall easily from the 
bone when prodded. When the meat is cooked, add the coconut 
cream, palm sugar, fi sh sauce, lime juice and lime leaves. 

Simmer for a few minutes and adjust the seasoning if necessary. 
Stir through the basil leaves and sliced chillies just before serving. 

Quick pickle cucumbers
– 3 Lebanese cucumbers
– 1½ tbsp rice vinegar
– 1½ tsp white sugar 
– 2 pinches each of sugar and salt

To make the dressing, stir together the vinegar and sugar.

Slice each cucumber lengthwise into eight wedges. 

Season the cucumber wedges with a pinch of sugar and salt. Leave 
the cucumbers to “cure” for 10 minutes. Pat them dry, then toss 
them in the vinegar and sugar dressing just before serving. 

Winter’s bone

ANDREW
McCONNELL
is the executive 
chef and co-
owner of Cutler & 
Co and Cumulus 
Inc. He is The 
Saturday Paper’s 
food editor.

Wine pairing:
2013 La Violetta Das Sakrileg riesling, Porongurup, WA ($40)
– Liam O’Brien, sommelier, Cutler & Co 

Photography: Earl Carter

The jolt of a hot curry after several weeks of root 
vegetables and brassicas this winter was a welcome 
change for me, my family and my friends. I don’t usually 
suff er palate fatigue but, after all the winter richness, a 
curry was exactly what I needed. 

I enjoy cooking curry, especially one using my 
favourite braising cut – oxtail. Oxtail is a gelatinous 
cut of meat with lovely texture when cooked slowly for 
several hours. To me it is the perfect winter cut of beef, 
excellent for all kinds of braised dishes and particularly 
good when used to make a broth. The slow cooking 
process can be sped up with the use of a pressure cooker, 
though I enjoy the sound and smell of a pot simmering 
away for hours. Oxtail broth is a great restorative that 
has been eaten the world over. 

In this curry the addition of peanuts to the 
pounded curry paste thickens the oxtail broth and 
creates a viscous consistency. What I like about the 
recipe is that the ingredients are readily available 

year round and are relatively easy to fi nd in Asian 
grocers. The list may seem onerous, but the diversity of 
fl avours meld together beautifully to create something 
quite sophisticated. The texture of the oxtail and the 
gelatinous quality it brings to the curry works a treat on 
a cold night in. 

It is the unique balance of sweet, sour, salty, bitter 
and hot that attracts me to Thai food. My favourite 
Thai food fi x is found at Spice I Am in Sydney’s Surry 
Hills. Their no-holds-barred approach and authenticity 
of fl avour and punch-in-the-face heat is unique and 
sometimes extreme, even to me. I always discover 
something new there, whether it be a technique, a 
combination of ingredients, or something regional. I 
like sitting on the pavement and feeling like I’m in a very 
diff erent place.

 The following recipe has been adapted from Thai 
Food by David Thompson, the chef and owner of Nahm 
in Bangkok.•
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from Redfern Legal Centre, he learnt 
his outstanding loans did not pass legal 
muster. City Finance wiped his debts and 
wrote him a cheque for $75.

An even bigger innovation has been 
online lending. This makes borrowing 
fast and easy, not to say discreet. One 
borrower who spoke to The Saturday 
Paper described taking out online loans 
without speaking to a single person. The 
42-year-old mother of two, of Deer Park in 
Melbourne, did not wish to be named.   

When she took out her fi rst payday 
loan, she was holding down a full-time 
job in administration but spending much 
of her money on a pokies addiction. She 
looked up the website of Cash Train, a 
West Australian company, after seeing its 
television advertisement. “It was a very 
faceless transaction,” she says. Before 
long, her loan amounts jumped from 
$200 to $500.  

“Being able to do everything online, 
that was the deciding factor … They gave 
me enough rope to hang myself.” 

The ALP made a concerted eff ort 
to rein in the lenders in 2012, though the 
proposed changes were watered down 
following heavy lobbying by the industry. 
Cash Converters alone hired two leading 
lobbying fi rms, Hawker Britton and GRA 
Everingham. Mathias Cormann, now 
the fi nance minister, led the Coalition’s 
assault on the changes, accusing Labor 
of an “ideologically driven attack on the 
payday lending industry”.

Eventually, the legislation’s 
proposed cap on upfront fees was reduced 
from 20 per cent of the loan to 10 per cent, 
while a cap on interest fees was doubled 
from 24 to 48 per cent a year. 

ASIC’s Peter Kell says the regulator 
is still examining the impact of the 
changes but fl agged that there may be 
a need for laws to target lenders who 
deliberately fi nd ways to avoid the new 
protections.

“The requirements came into 
place a year ago, so we’re still assessing 
what sort of impact they have in raising 
standards in the industry,” he says.

Cash Converters says it lobbied “the 
relevant ministers” for a higher interest 
rate cap to ensure that the nation’s short-
term lenders remain viable. According 
to a spokeswoman, the new laws include 
“some of the most stringent and far-
reaching regulatory devices applied to 
short-term lenders in the world”.

“The industry has had its fair share 
of ratbag operators over the years, but 

we’re happy that the government chose to 
retain the industry by cleaning it up and 
better protecting people who use it,” the 
spokeswoman tells The Saturday Paper.

“For the minority of our customers 
who have few other credit options, 
we off er a safe choice … We help our 
customers by assisting them to solve a 
short-term money problem, and 97 per 
cent of our customers pay back their 
credit in full.”

How did we get here? High-cost lending 
is not new; usury is older than the Bible. 
The payday loan can be traced to the 
United States in the late 1800s, where 
workers illegally borrowed money before 
they received their wages. 

What is relatively new – in this 
country at least – is a booming, legal, 
small-loan sector. Australia’s fi rst payday 
lender opened its doors in Queensland in 
1998. In 2001, there were 82 businesses. 
By 2008, there were more than 800. In 
the past decade, fringe lending has grown 
faster than any other sort of fi nance.

A 2012 study led by Marcus Banks 
from RMIT University connected 
payday lending’s rise to broader changes 
in the economy, namely the decline in 
manufacturing jobs and the rise in long-
term unemployment. 

Though the payday loan is a part of 
life for many on low incomes, it is a part 
of life they are reluctant to speak about. 
The reticence comes partly from shame 
and partly from the grim knowledge that 
they might need credit again soon. “It was 
a very secretive part of my life,” says the 
mother from Deer Park.

The industry’s rise and rise has not 
garnered much attention here. Not so 
in Britain, where post-global fi nancial 
crisis payday lending has been huge 
news. There the sector is worth £2.8 
billion ($5 billion) and regularly lends 
money to two million people. Watchdog 
reports have shown abuses to be rife. 
In a reference to the country’s biggest 
payday lender, which is notorious for 
having sent threatening letters on fake 
legal letterheads to 45,000 customers, 
opposition leader Ed Miliband last year 
decried the country’s “Wonga economy”. 

And in the US, the home of payday 
loans, more than 12 million people use 
the lenders each year, according to The 
Pew Charitable Trusts. The loans total a 
staggering $30 billion. While some states 
ban payday lending and others restrict 
it, many online operators seek to fl out 
the rules. Some, such as Western Sky 

Financial, have claimed ties to Native 
American tribes and immunity from state 
and federal laws while charging 355 per 
cent interest rates. 

Debates abroad have parallels here. 
Talk of banning payday loans frequently 
meets with the response that black-
market sharks would undoubtedly be 
worse. And alternatives are canvassed: in 
Britain, the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Justin Welby, is setting up a church-
backed credit union to run Wonga out of 
business, while the inspector general of 
the US Postal Service recently proposed 
using its branches to off er discounted 
small loans. 

With the industry’s ills falling under 
a spotlight in the federal government’s 
fi nancial services inquiry, chaired by 
former Commonwealth Bank head 
David Murray, there have been renewed 
calls to sanction the sector and foster 
alternatives. National Australia Bank 
told the inquiry that no mainstream 
banks provide payday-style loans and the 
government should consider ways to help 
poorer borrowers. 

“Government should give 
consideration to supporting new and 
existing microfi nance alternatives 
that will provide fair, aff ordable 
and competitive small amount loan 
alternatives to those Australians 
experiencing fi nancial exclusion,” it said.

In a separate submission, the 
Financial Rights Legal Centre called on 
the government to support community-
based schemes to off er low-income 
earners no- or low-interest loans. It said 
the eff ect of high-cost, irresponsible 
lending was to “kick people while they are 
down”. The fi nancial system, it argued, 
should not seek to “compensate for 
inadequate income support”. 

And there’s the rub. Payday 
borrowers are poor. The evidence shows 
most seek out loans because they are 
struggling to make ends meet. In an 
economy long skewed by the mining 
boom, the cost of living has risen sharply; 
many incomes have not. One of the main 

recommendations of the Caught Short 
report was also the least likely to be 
implemented – that welfare payments 
should be increased to the pension 
rate, with additional help for those on 
disability support. In the wake of May’s 
federal budget, that sort of largesse is less 
likely than ever. 

For now, the great challenge is enforcing 
the law. In its submission to the Murray 
inquiry, the Financial Rights Legal 
Centre said, “Breaches of the responsible 
lending laws are endemic in this part of 
the industry.” 

Can poor practices be fi xed? The 
Consumer Action Law Centre’s Gerard 
Brody says the changes to the sector have 
made “little diff erence” and caps should 
be placed on the number of annual loans. 
Australia should follow the lead of some 
states in the US and set up a central 
register of loans that would allow lenders 
to check whether borrowers were already 
in heavy debt.

“The whole industry is set up to 
rely on multiple loans and is targeting 
the most vulnerable and steering them 
into a trap. If it was only off ering one-off  
emergency loans, we would have much 
less of a problem with it.”

Such changes could leave some 
without credit for periods of time. Not 
all would welcome the move, yet putting 
a stop to loans makes a diff erence to 
some. The Deer Park mother told The 
Saturday Paper she was unable to get 
new loans when lenders started checking 
her bank statements for defaults. After 
hitting fi nancial rock bottom, she started 
gambling counselling and had herself 
banned from more than 100 pokies 
venues. She is now studying for honours 
in sociology. 

Paul Gardener, who has likewise 
learnt to live without the loans and is 
studying business management, puts 
it this way: “At the time when you need 
something and they off er you something 
and that is all you can get, you take it … 
They made it so easy.” •

“IT WAS A VERY FACELESS TRANSACTION. BEING 
ABLE TO DO EVERYTHING ONLINE, THAT WAS THE 
DECIDING FACTOR … THEY GAVE ME ENOUGH 
ROPE TO HANG MYSELF.”
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Life after debt
Watching the end of Deal or No Deal 
before the evening news, Paul Gardener 
saw an advertisement he thought would 
solve all his problems.

Gardener, 27, had quit his job as a 
supermarket manager three years earlier 
when his mother developed breast cancer. 
He started caring for her full-time, 
switching from his $1000 weekly income 
to a carer’s pension of about $400 a week.

The drop in income left him 
struggling to pay his $850 a month rent 
for a share apartment in the Melbourne 
suburb of Footscray. And then, early 
last year, he saw an advertisement that 
promised fast easy cash. 

“I saw the ad on TV – they always 
play the Cash Converter ads down here – 
and I thought, ‘There’s a store just down 
the road, there’s no harm in trying to get 
[a loan],’” he told The Saturday Paper. 

The next day, Gardener walked the 
two blocks from his fl at to the nearest 
of the company’s 150-plus stores across 
Australia. “I just went in to inquire about 
it and straight away they hooked me up 
with a personal loan and a cash advance 
at the same time,” he says.

Gardener fi lled out a handful of 
forms. Five minutes later, he walked out 
of the store with $350 in cash. A further 
$1000 was transferred to his account 
three days later. 

“I was overwhelmed. I was 
surprised I could get the money there 
and then on the spot. I just thought this 
was an easy solution – it solved all of my 
problems.”

Gardener had said he received his 
weekly carer’s pension on Wednesdays, 
so Cash Converters – the country’s 
biggest payday lender – began taking 
money out of his ANZ bank account every 
Wednesday about 9pm.  

Gardener discharged the $350 loan, 
which cost about $480 in repayments 
over six weeks – equivalent to an annual 
interest rate of more than 300 per cent. 
But, a month later, he began to fall behind 
on his rent again. So he walked back to 
Cash Converters for another loan. He 
ended up taking out six loans in a row 
and then realised he could borrow money 
without turning up at a store. 

A search for “payday lending” on 
Google quickly retrieves an entire online 
smorgasbord of fast lenders, where 
fi rms such as Jet Lending, PaydayLand 
and Money Buddy make claims such 
as, “Don’t worry. Get up to $1200 paid 
within 60 minutes” and “Need cash fast? 
… Takes 4 minutes.” 

If you earn more than $50,000 
a year, you’ve probably never heard of 
them and you may have a 5 or 6 per cent 
mortgage from a major bank; if you earn 
less, you’ve probably been tempted by 
one of these fast cash options without 
realising the interest rates could come to 
several hundred per cent.

Gardener applied for a $700 payday 
loan with Gold Coast-based City Finance 
and received the funds that night. 
Perhaps the easiest of the loans was from 
Ferratum – “No paperwork, no meetings, 
no judgement” – whose application 
involved nothing more than a quick 
online questionnaire. The fi rm sent him a 
text message that night to say he had been 
accepted for a $200 loan.

“They send you a text and you just 
reply if you want to sign the contract, so I 
did,” he says.  

After a $500 follow-up loan 
obtained from Ferratum’s website, 
Gardener’s jumble of loans began to 
unravel. “From [that] stage it became too 
much for me,” he says. “I was struggling.”

Gardener did not know that most of 
his loans were unlawful. The lenders had 
breached the law by issuing rollover loans 
or overlooking his two existing loans 
when they deemed him suitable. Pressed 
by a lawyer at the Consumer Action 
Law Centre, the fi rms all waived the 
remainder of his debts, but none would 
admit wrongdoing.

Speak to anyone who deals with the poor 
and hard up and they’ll tell you the same 
thing: Gardener’s case is far from the 
worst. In a growing industry that lends 
to an estimated million Australians, 
dubious tactics are hooking the harried 
and the desperate. The loans may appear 
ludicrously expensive but the customer 
base is huge: about three million 
Australians lack the fi nances and credit 
rating to borrow from mainstream banks. 
Many of these luckless borrowers are 
on welfare but an estimated 40 per cent 
have jobs that pay too little for them to 
secure a loan.

The working poor and the jobless 
provide ripe targets for payday lenders. 
The sector has developed new practices 
to lure those on low or no incomes and 
persuade them to take out repeat loans, 
often with scant regard for responsible 
lending rules. Some send out birthday 
cards; others send ATM cards that are 
loaded with loan money. Loans via text 
message, apps and websites can be 
approved within seconds.

Joe Hockey, back when he was 
a minister for fi nancial services in the 
Howard government, described the 
industry as “insidious”. We asked the 
treasurer, a former banking and fi nance 
lawyer, if he stood by the criticism, 
which he made in a media statement in 
November 2001. He refused to comment. 

“The fi nancial system inquiry is 
looking at the issues – including how 
consumers access credit,” says his media 
adviser, Mike Willesee. “It would be 
premature and inappropriate to comment 
prior to this.”

The deputy chairman of the 
Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission, Peter Kell, agreed to speak 
about his concerns, telling The Saturday 
Paper that Australia needs to avoid 
following the path of Britain, where 
authorities last year found that unlawful 
lending was causing “widespread misery 
and hardship”. 

 “If we’re not careful you can see 
some of the most vulnerable members 
of the community ending up in very bad 
circumstances,” he says. 

“There’s no doubt that when you 
look at some of the worst examples of 
the payday lending industry in Australia, 
or the way the industry has treated 
consumers in other countries, that this 
is an area that needs close regulation. It 
can go badly wrong. We want to stop that 
in Australia.”

ASIC has repeatedly uncovered 
cases of dodgy lending, including 
elaborate schemes to lure some of the 
nation’s poorest people into debt. It 
launched a case earlier this month 
alleging that two Gold Coast lenders – 
Teleloans, and Finance and Loans Direct 
– have been charging interest rates of 
160 per cent. 

In a separate action, a lender called 
Cash Stop was forced to provide refunds 
to more than 650 customers who had 
been charged unlawful membership fees, 
while another lender, The Cash Store, 
was targeted for unconscionable conduct. 
ASIC also uncovered an elaborate bogus 
scheme for the sale and purchase of 
non-existent diamonds, which was one 
Queensland lender’s tactic to evade 
interest rate caps. 

Others are also taking action to 
enforce the caps. Law fi rm Maurice 
Blackburn has brought a $40 million 
class action against Cash Converters for 
allegedly overcharging interest. 

Kell says ASIC plans to crack down 
on unlawful lenders and is concerned 

about the rise of online lenders operating 
off shore. When targeted for breaches, 
such lenders can reappear, phoenix-like, 
under new trading and domain names.

 “We need to be targeting 
unlicensed providers, those operating 
outside the laws and those who imagine 
they can get away with charging whatever 
interest rates they like,” he says. “Dealing 
with overseas-based sites, especially if the 
operators are not particularly interested 
in playing by the rules, can be very, very 
challenging.”

The Consumer Action Law Centre 
has seen people with up to 35 advances 
from various lenders. Gerard Brody, 
of the centre, says most borrowers are 
using the money for essential services 
such as food, utility bills and rent. Such 
people would not be able to access loans 
from responsible lenders, who look at a 
prospective borrower’s excess income 
– which would come to zero for many 
clients of these so-called fringe lenders. 

“Often people start with a one-off  
problem like a car breaking down and 
needing the cash to pick their kids up 
and get out of a bind,” he says. “They are 
driven by desperation.” 

Brody said some borrowers would 
be eligible for other forms of assistance 
such as NAB’s microfi nance and no-
interest loans, but many people do not 
realise there are other options – and the 
cash advances are quick and easy.

One borrower who was off ered an 
ATM card is Robert Porter, 52, a former 
plasterer from Sydney’s Waterloo. Porter 
receives a disability pension for a brain 
injury he sustained in a car accident. He 
amiably describes himself as gullible, 
adding, “I was an easy target.” 

After borrowing $1000 to pay for 
his wedding in 2005, Porter took out a 
series of rolling loans over a seven-year 
period, spending the money on everyday 
expenses. Soon he was on fi rst-name 
terms with the staff  at his lender, City 
Finance, which he said never turned him 
down for a loan. As he paid off  his loans, 
Porter received letters off ering new ones.

“I said yes like a bull at a gate,” he 
says. Then he received a letter off ering 
“the latest form of lending”, an ATM card 
worth up to $600 that could be “topped 
up” with a single phone call. “This saves 
you time and gives you the benefi t of 
funds appearing instantly on your Ready 
Cash Card,” the letter read.

Porter ignored the off er. “I’m not 
that stupid,” he says. Even so, he struggled 
with overlapping loans until, seeking help 

In the booming payday lending sector, dubious new 
tactics are hooking the poor and the desperate. 
Jonathan Pearlman and Jo Lennan report.
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The pragmatic approach and 
active diplomacy of Australia’s 
UN ambassador are paying 
huge dividends in the wake of 
MH17. Sophie Morris reports.

Attendance was modest at the recent 
parliamentary breakfast briefi ng by Gary 
Quinlan, Australia’s ambassador to the 
United Nations. 

But that was hardly surprising. It 
was the fi nal scheduled sitting day before 
parliament was due to rise for its winter 
break. The topic – Australia’s role in the 
UN Security Council – may have seemed 
a little esoteric to some politicians fi xated 
on the imminent demise of the carbon tax. 

The latter had been a key election 
promise for the Coalition. By contrast, 
the UN role was a relic from Kevin Rudd’s 
days, one the Coalition government had 
inherited only after lambasting its pursuit 
while in opposition.  

“Our PM should not be swanning 
around New York talking to Africans,” 
the then opposition leader, Tony Abbott, 
said in September 2012 of Julia Gillard’s 
support for Australia’s bid for a security 
council seat.

When Australia won the backing 
of 140 of the 193 member nations for its 
fi rst stint on the security council since 
1986, Abbott mustered only lukewarm 
enthusiasm for the “expensive win”. It 
must be put to “good use”, he said.

Since the start of the two-year term 
in January 2013, Quinlan and his team 
of diligent diplomats in New York have 
made the most of the role, weighing in 
with humanitarian goals in confl icts from 
Syria to Africa.

But their activities, their 
incremental diplomatic triumphs and 
setbacks, had rated barely a mention in 
news back home. Mostly, they related 
to far-fl ung lands with little apparent 
relevance to Australia.

Until this week. 
Just hours after Quinlan briefed 

MPs on the morning of Thursday, July 
17, some 298 passengers and crew in 
Amsterdam embarked on a Malaysia 
Airlines fl ight that would end in pieces in 
rebel-held Ukrainian fi elds.

As the full horror of the tragedy 
became clear, the government resolved 
to marshal all Australia’s clout in the UN 
to seek justice for the victims, including 
37 slain Australian residents and citizens, 
and access to their remains.

Quinlan cut short his trip and 
Foreign Minister Julie Bishop fl ew to 
Washington, arriving on Sunday, for 
briefi ngs with US intelligence chiefs. She 
continued on, by train, to New York.

Working deftly and swiftly, 
Bishop and Quinlan overcame Russian 
objections and won security council 
support for resolution 2166, calling for an 
independent international investigation 
into the tragedy and the “dignifi ed, 
respectful and professional treatment and 
recovery of the bodies of the victims”.

Bishop personally tabled the 
resolution, which was unanimously 
endorsed by the 15-member council. 
She spoke of the inconsolable anguish of 
Anthony Maslin and Rin Norris in Perth.

“They had decided to stay on for 
only a couple of days while their three 
children – aged 12, 10 and eight – had to 
return to school in Australia, so they went 
on ahead with their grandfather on fl ight 
MH17,” she said.

“Australia will continue to do 
everything we can to ensure this barbaric 
act is thoroughly investigated and the 
perpetrators are brought to justice.”

The PM had promised there would 
be nothing “mealy-mouthed” about 
the resolution. Despite some semantic 
tweaks to satisfy the Russians, the intent 
remained intact. The language was bolder 
and blunter than much UN-speak.

It required that the armed groups 
in control of the crash site “immediately 
provide safe, secure, full and unrestricted 
access” and that the perpetrators be held 
accountable.

The foreign minister has been 
praised for her intervention and dedication 
in rapidly securing resolution 2166. 
Time was of the essence as conditions 
at the crash site were deteriorating and 
vital evidence was being tampered with. 
Likewise, the prime minister responded to 
the tragedy decisively and with empathy.

Less well known is the story of how 
Quinlan and his team came to be in the 
position to cajole other security council 
members to accelerate a process that can 
sometimes take months.

This story could be a case study 
for junior diplomats, a lesson in the 
importance of relationships and how, 
sometimes, the national interest is best 
served in the long run by pursuing high 
ideals and international goals. 

Or, as Richard Gowan, research 
director at New York University’s Centre 
on International Co-operation, says: 
“What is striking is that Australia has 
built up a lot of diplomatic capital and 
experience in the security council over 
the last 18 months. It cashed some of that 
capital this week.”

Even though Quinlan was 
appointed by Labor after serving as a 
senior adviser to Kevin Rudd, he has won 
Bishop’s respect.

“He’s an extraordinarily able 
diplomat,” says academic and former 
Liberal senator Russell Trood, now 
president of the United Nations 
Association of Australia. “He’s a sort of 
national treasure in that respect. He has 
the confi dence of the foreign minister and 
she recognises his abilities.”

Bishop’s Labor predecessor Bob 
Carr also sings Quinlan’s praises: “He’s 

The ties 
that bind

Australian 
ambassador to 
the UN Gary 
Quinlan, fl anked 
by aides.

very painstaking and level headed. He’s a 
perfect fi t for that job. He’s not remotely 
pompous or pushy or rude or impatient in 
dealing with UN processes.”

In his diaries, Carr describes 
Quinlan as Australia’s “soft-footed, low-
key, unthreatening omnipresence” in the 
UN, adept at cultivating other diplomats.

Exactly a week before Resolution 
2166, the council had approved 
Resolution 2165, which had been co-
authored by Australia and outlined a 
process for more eff ective delivery of 
humanitarian assistance to Syria. 

The progress towards Resolution 
2165 was more refl ective of the wrangling, 
the obfuscation, the geopolitics that can 
dull good intentions at the UN. 

But it, too, was a good outcome, 
a win against the odds, after months of 
behind-the-scenes work by Australia, 
with Luxembourg and Jordan, to fi nd a 
text that would satisfy Russia and China. 
It has the potential to help aid reach as 
many as two million Syrians, allowing 
the delivery of humanitarian assistance 
without permission from the Syrian 
government, though it remains to be seen 
whether it will work on the ground. This 
targeted resolution became necessary 
only after Syria eff ectively ignored an 
earlier and more vague resolution, also 
pursued by Australia. Rather than letting 
the issue fade away, Australian diplomats 
set about fi nding a solution.

Gowan has spent a lot of time 
observing the Australian delegation to the 
UN, interviewing other diplomats about 
them for a report he wrote for the Lowy 
Institute.

He describes a team who pulled off  
a “masterpiece of schmoozing” to win 
the security council seat but have since 
emerged as ubernerds of diplomatic 
processes, slogging away earnestly 
on the detail and the consequences 
of resolutions, paying due deference 
to the great powers by courting them 
assiduously and consulting them 
appropriately.

On Syria, for instance, Gowan says 
there has been so much grandstanding 
from other countries that the pragmatic 
Australian approach has been welcomed. 
“The Australians always want to talk 
to aid offi  cials, they’re always trying to 
calibrate how what they’re proposing 
would work on the ground,” he says. 

Another topic in which Australia 
has taken an active interest is reforming 
the UN sanctions regime to make it fairer, 
an unglamorous task but one for which 
it has won grudging respect. “Sometimes 
the Australians are seen as sort of 
sanctions nerds, they’re so focused on the 
detail,” Gowan says. “But that’s what you 
need on sanctions.”

He says the “gradual, painstaking 
diplomacy” that facilitated the latest 
Syria resolution has helped Australia 
build credibility and trust with the 
Russians and Chinese at a time when 
trust is scarce and tensions high.

University of Melbourne academic 
John Langmore, who served in a senior 
role in the UN secretariat in the 1990s, 
visited New York last year to observe 
Australia’s performance on the UN 
Security Council.

His unpublished report cites glowing 
praise of Quinlan and his team: “The head 
of one NGO offi  ce, which does not receive 
Australian government support, observed 
that: ‘Everyone now takes Australia 
seriously. It has pushed hard on many 
fronts, and been collaborative, helpful, 
straight, competent, clear and generous. 
The current permanent representative 
and his staff  are the most eff ective 
Australia has ever had.’ �”   

Gowan says Bishop’s role this past 
week was important but that Quinlan and 
his team had laid good groundwork in 
the past 18 months. Indeed, he suggests 
that Australia’s active diplomacy on the 
security council may have more to do 
with Quinlan than the government.

“Quite a lot of the time, there has 
been a sense that, with the government 
changing in Canberra, to some extent 
Quinlan and his team have been driving 
the agenda,” he says.

Gowan’s report for the Lowy 
Institute, published in June, is carefully 
nuanced. It describes a group of earnest 
humanitarians whose energetic eff orts 
are laudable but who have had relatively 
limited infl uence on those matters where 
the great powers still hold sway.

If this week’s MH17 resolution is 
enforced and the resulting investigation 
provides some small solace to grieving 
families, that alone may make all 
the eff ort that went into the very 
“expensive win” of a security council seat 
worthwhile. 

Starving Syrians may also benefi t 
from the eff ort of Australian diplomats 
if aid eventually reaches them under 
resolution 2165.

The fact those diplomats persisted 
in trying to help the Syrians – even 
though it would win them no herograms 
from home – may, in a roundabout way, 
have helped Australia to achieve the 
strong security council resolution it 
sought on the MH17 crash.

When the world’s powers, great and 
small, sit down at the round table in the 
UN Security Council chamber, everything 
is somehow connected, from a Ukrainian 
fi eld, to a Syrian refugee camp, to a home 
in Perth where heartbroken parents 
grieve for three young children. •

SOPHIE
MORRIS
is The Saturday 
Paper’s chief 
political 
correspondent.
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POLITICS

“They must have heaps of cash and 
they’ve got to have a package between 
their legs, let’s be honest.”   
– Jacqui Lambie

The Tasmanian senator explains her perfect man, who helpfully 
calls into the breakfast radio show where she is talking and off ers 
that he is hung “like a donkey”.

MEDICINE

“Med Board carries out dirty little 
midnight political de-registration.”     
– Philip Nitschke

The euthanasia advocate (nee doctor) marks his suspension 
by the Medical Board of Australia over his involvement in the 
suicide of a 45-year-old who was not terminally ill. The board 
believes he “presents a serious risk to public health and safety”.

CRIME

“You are a disgraceful person to even 
mention that of someone who is dead. 
God rest his soul.”     
– Roberta Williams

At yet another underworld inquest, Carl Williams’ widow 
responds poorly to the suggestion her crime boss husband was 
a “disgraceful and despicable” person.  

DETENTION

“Approximately three hours outside 
during the day in natural light for 
meals.”   
– Australian government

A document fi led in the High Court explains the conditions in 
which 157 asylum seekers are being detained on a Customs hulk 
at sea. 

ROYALS

“Prince George was very lively and 
very sure of himself and confi dent – 
a very determined young boy.” 
– John Stillwell

The photographer who took the fi rst public pictures of Prince 
“Boy” George walking on his fi rst birthday explains the stoicism 
of our future ruler.  

SPORT

“I never thought I’d be able to stand in 
the Celtic Board Room in front of the 
trophy case... with no pants.”  
–Rod Stewart

The tuneful leather good muses backstage at the 
Commonwealth Games opening ceremony, held at his 
favourite football club’s stadium. Photographic evidence of his 
pantlessness was duly released. 

 NEWS
3. Australia’s UN wins. Sophie Morris

COMMENT
7. Hockey’s slogan failure. Tony Windsor

NEWS
8. Victoria to change HIV law. 

Martin McKenzie-Murray
10. Payday loans. 

Jonathan Pearlman and Jo Lennan

WORLD
12. Yudhoyono fl exes muscles. Bishop’s adroit UN move. 

Hanoi on China’s oil rigs. North Korea airs frustration.
Hamish McDonald

COMMENT
14. Editorial, Letters and Geoff  Pryor’s cartoon.
15. MH17 and our place in the world. James Brown

GADFLY
16. Barrie Kosky. Cake decorators, a baker and a surfer

in court. Tim Wilson. Clive Palmer. Michael Fitzjames.
Richard Ackland

CULTURE
18. North Korean poet Jang Jin-sung. 

Clarissa Sebag-Montefi ore
20. THEATRE: Glengarry Glen Ross. Peter Craven
22. BOOKS:  Omar Musa’s Here Come the Dogs. 

Hamish McDonald’s Demokrasi.
Wayne Macauley’s Demons. 

LIFE
24. FOOD: Oxtail curry. Andrew McConnell
26. TRAVEL: Bhutan. Glenn A. Baker
28. HEALTH: Soylent food supplement. Gillian Terzis
30. PORTRAIT: Gretchen Shirm

THE CRYPTIC: Mungo MacCallum

SPORT
31. Corbin Harris: skateboarder. Richard Cooke

1. In which city did this year’s Tour de 
France begin? 

2. Which actress links the fi lms Mean 
Girls, The Family Stone and State of 
Play? 

3. The liqueur Kirsch has the fl avour
of which fruit? (Bonus points for 
naming the fl avour of Chambord, 
Kahlúa, Cointreau and Frangelico.)

4. Gout is a type of arthritis 
characterised by high levels of what
in the blood?

5. Name the highest city in Australia.

6. What is the name given to a style of 
Japanese comic books and graphic

novels,  aimed at adults as well 
as children, and featuring highly 
stylised art?

7. What was the other occupation of 
writer and Sherlock Holmes creator 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle?

8. What is the codename given 
to the police investigation into 
sexual off ences by British media 
personality Jimmy Savile and 
others? 

9. Zaha Hadid is well known for her 
work in which fi eld?

10. Beleaguered Espirito Santo Bank is 
which nation’s second-largest lender?

Answers on page 30

The Quiz Last Week’s Cryptic
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Wynns’ acclaimed new 
vintage release is now available.
From the estate that made Coonawarra famous, our ancient, 
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Several asylum 
seekers from the 
Xa Quê Hu’o’ng 
soccer team are 
now on the run.

no longer in the public interest.”
After being given a few minutes to 

pack their belongings, they were swiftly 
removed to the Inverbrackie detention 
centre in the Adelaide Hills, considered 
one of the more child-friendly facilities 
around, notwithstanding the fact 
conditions there have driven a seven-year-
old back into nappies and his 11-year-old 
brother into nightly fi ts of screaming. 

The comforts of Inverbrackie would 
not be for Bao and Hien. At 3 o’clock 
the next morning, they were woken 
and escorted outside by circling Serco 
security guards. In two diff erent cars, they 
were transported to Adelaide Airport, 
where they boarded separate fl ights to the 
same destination. One went to Darwin via 
Sydney, the other via Melbourne.

On each fl ight, the boys were 
fl anked by Serco staff , with two more 
seated in the row behind. When Bao 
lingered in the toilet a little too long, a 
guard thumped on the door to see what 
was holding him up. The boy may have 
been on a plane 10,000-metres up, but the 
guards were taking no chances. 

On landing in Darwin, the pair were 
taken to Wickham Point detention centre, 
built on a site that would have housed 
gas workers instead, except it had been 
deemed unfi t for human habitation due to 
severe mosquito and midge infestations. 
The pair have remained in the high-
security facility ever since. In a small 
mercy, they were permitted to stay in the 
same room.

Their re-detention is not a 
particularly remarkable event in this age 
of Sovereign Borders, but the reaction 
it sparked has been. Back in Adelaide, a 
third Vietnamese asylum seeker housed 
with Bao and Hien caught wind of what 
was happening and decided to make a 
break for it. Over the coming days 14 
others would follow. None have been seen 
or heard from since. 

It was not just the fate of Bao and 
Hien that had them spooked. A former 
carer for one of the asylum seekers on the 
run received a late-night call just before 
they absconded. “For them they are very 
polite, very respectful,” she recalled. “So to 
get a call at 11.30 at night I knew something 
was wrong and answered right away.”

What had her former charge 
concerned was that he and the other 
asylum seekers had been called in for “Age 
Determination” meetings, where those 
previously considered to be underage 
were allegedly being systematically re-
assessed to be adults, unless they could 
prove otherwise.   

Authorities have had no luck so far 
in fi nding the missing asylum seekers. 
South Australia Police issued a statement 

declaring they held “no concerns for the 
safety or welfare” of those missing – some 
of them minors as young as 14 – and 
declared the search was a Department 
of Immigration and Border Protection 
responsibility.

For their part, immigration offi  cials 
have been tight-lipped on details. Last 
week, the radio silence on the subject 
was broken by a spokesperson for Scott 
Morrison, who issued a warning that 
anyone in the community found to be 
helping the missing asylum seekers could 
face jail time for their eff orts. 

Morrison’s offi  ce has also been 
circumspect regarding Bao and Hien, 
and did not respond to inquiries by The 
Saturday Paper. There was no answer 
as to what about their community 
detention was deemed “no longer in the 
public interest”.   

Re-detaining the boys was certainly 
not in the interest of the Xa Quê Hu’o’ng 
soccer team, which in one week lost not 
only a star striker in Bao and a miserly 
defender in Hien, but three of the asylum 
seekers now on the run.

The teachers and students of 
Woodville High School also harbour 
reservations. Their principal, Meredith 
Edwards, says the school had no idea 
what was going on when Bao and Hien 
failed to show up for class that morning. 
She claims no one notifi ed the school 
that the boys had been re-detained. 
Indeed, she was unaware the pair were 
community detention asylum seekers in 
the fi rst place.

“We’ve got 66 diff erent culture 
groups at this school – none of us realised 
[Bao and Hien] were under such pressure 
and have been all year, worrying whether 
they would be taken back into closed 
detention at any time,” she said.

“They seem to have felt that it was 
something of an embarrassment they 
didn’t want to share with people that 
they were on community detention. They 
felt people would look down on them as 
criminals.” 

Edwards and the principals of 
eight other schools have teamed up to 
demand the implementation of protocols 
to support young asylum seekers 
attending school, including the provision 
of independent legal representation for 
students. She says Bao and Hien are still 
considered a part of the school community.

“They were wonderful students, 
highly academic, well behaved, polite, 
always thanking people, seeing this as a 
marvellous opportunity for them to have 
a full life away from fear. I hate to think 
they are so fearful at the moment and that 
we can’t extend our support to them.”

For year 11 school captain Wathnak 

Vy, the boys’ sudden removal was a shock. 
The Cambodian-born student, who 
arrived in Australia at a similar time but 
via less controversial means, used to go to 
Bao and Hien for help with homework. 

“Vietnamese people are good at 
maths so when I’m stuck I ask them to 
help with my assignments,” he said.

Other students have joined 
together to raise awareness about what 
has happened, with eff orts including 
an online petition to return the boys. 
So far, it has attracted more than 9000 
signatures. A rally is planned for next 
Saturday outside Parliament House in 
Adelaide.

Former Woodville High teacher 
Lori Hocking visited Bao and Hien twice 
at Wickham Point in early July, bringing 
them packages from the school that 
included letters from fellow students. 
The fi rst thing Hocking noticed were cuts 
covering Bao’s hands and face along with 
a look of exhaustion in Hien’s eyes. On 
questioning, Bao boasted he’d acquired 
the marks playing soccer with the 
Iranians in the facility; Hien said he was 
tired from staying up late to watch the 
World Cup. 

They might not have been subjected 
to physical trauma, but Hocking says the 
emotional damage was evident. “[In the 
package from school] there was a copy of 
the petition sent to the premier, one boy 
in particular cried quite a lot when he 
opened it, at which point we all became 
tearful,” she said. “Not a place where you 
want to be seen as weak, in a room with a 
guard watching.”

The boys were being watched 
digitally as well as physically: they told 
Hocking they’d recently deleted their 
Facebook profi les, after being interrogated 
about photos on their accounts of the 
third housemate still on the run. 

Hocking’s fears about the emotional 
impact detention is having on Bao and 
Hien aren’t without basis. The same day 
she was visiting them in Darwin, Professor 
Gillian Triggs, president of Australia’s 
Human Rights Commission, was at public 
hearings in Melbourne as part of a national 
inquiry into children in immigration 
detention. There, Triggs revealed that 
among nearly 1000 children held in 
detention by Australian authorities, 
128 self-harm incidents were reported 
between January 2013 and March this 
year. Among the submissions so far made 
to the inquiry are proposals that Morrison 
be removed as the legal guardian of 
children in immigration detention.

When the inquiry was fi rst 
announced in February, Morrison said 
the government would co-operate, but 
noted the commission only investigates 

the issue when the Coalition is in power – 
the last such inquiry took place during the 
Howard years.

“There were no children in held 
detention when the Coalition lost offi  ce 
in 2007 – there were over a thousand 
when Labor lost offi  ce,” he told Macquarie 
Radio at the time.

Morrison’s plans to create a 
situation where people have absolutely 
no incentive to try to claim asylum by 
boat have hit a signifi cant road bump, 
however, in the shape of the Australian 
High Court. In a development that could 
prove signifi cant for Bao and Hien, 
and others in detention, on Monday a 
permanent protection visa was granted to 
an unaccompanied minor from Ethiopia. 
The 15-year-old boy is understood to be 
the fi rst refugee who arrived by boat to be 
granted a permanent visa by Morrison.

The decision is the end result 
of a complicated legal tussle between 
Morrison and the child, which began as a 
challenge to the introduction of a form of 
temporary protection visa by the minister 
that was eventually disallowed by the 
senate. The minister then tried to impose 
a cap on the number of permanent 
protection visas, a move that was struck 
down by the high court.  

Still not dissuaded, Morrison 
introduced a “national interest test” 
that he would personally apply to every 
permanent protection visa application. 
If the court wouldn’t let him freeze 
the issuing of visa, he would make it 
nigh impossible to get one. Criteria for 
failing the test included considering 
whether issuing such a visa would 
provide a product for people smugglers to 
market, erode community confi dence in 
Australia’s migratory program, or reward 
people who arrive “illegally”.

Given 28 days to respond, the 
boy’s lawyers asserted that the test was 
inconsistent with the Migration Act. 
Finally, Morrison relented and granted 
the visa. It is not clear if the “national 
interest” referred to in this case is one and 
the same as the “public interest” utilised 
to renounce Bao and Hien’s community 
detention status, but the decision is 
nonetheless a potential game changer 
for the 1400 asylum seekers currently 
in detention and who have already been 
found to be refugees.

Still, it won’t do Bao, Hien and 
the missing 15 hiding somewhere in 
South Australia any good unless they 
too are found to be legitimate refugees, 
a process understood to still be under 
determination. As the legal game plays 
out from here, it seems that at least for 
the foreseeable future Far Away From My 
Mother Homeland will struggle to fi eld a 
full side. •

‘No longer 
in the public 
interest’

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1   

MAX OPRAY
is an Adelaide-
based freelance 
journalist.
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International AIDS Conference delegates 
were surprised by a Victorian government 
announcement to amend a law targeting murder 
by infection. By Martin McKenzie-Murray.

There are reminders everywhere. The 
fl ags at Victoria’s Parliament House and 
the Old Treasury Building are at half-
mast, slumped forlornly in the absence of 
breeze. At the Melbourne Convention and 
Exhibition Centre, the offi  cial venue for 
the 20th International AIDS Conference, 
fl owers have been left at a makeshift site 
of remembrance for the six delegates 
killed aboard Malaysia Airlines fl ight 
MH17. Those delegates included the 
former president of the International 
AIDS Society, Joep Lange. 

At the entrance to the centre, on the 
Yarra River, a man holds a sign above his 
head: “UN ICAO: Criminals.” The man is 
loudly imploring the stream of delegates 
to consider the International Civil 
Aviation Organisation the real culprits 
behind MH17’s fate. “International 
travellers,” he yells, “this isn’t just about 
Russia!” Two bemused police offi  cers eye 
him. It’s cold this morning, and he wears 
a puff y thermal layer. There’s no shortage 
of people for him to beseech: some 
14,000 delegates from 200 countries have 
arrived here. 

At a pre-conference seminar on 
Sunday called Beyond Blame: Challenging 
HIV Criminalisation fewer than 100 
people gathered in a small conference 
room in the city. Julian Hows from GNP+ 
(Global Network of People Living with 
HIV) introduced himself as the chairman 
of the discussions. Dapper and assured, 
he looked and sounded like Stephen Fry, 
wearing a bright pink suit that matched 
the highlights in his hair. But his mood 
was sombre. “I won’t say much about 
the plane crash – we will have an offi  cial 
mourning event this evening at the 
conference’s launch. I know we have 
lost some very good people. But it was 15 
years ago that we lost our friend Jonathan 
Mann in a plane crash also.”

Mann was a former administrator 
of the World Health Organisation – a 
position from which he resigned in 
protest at what he considered the UN’s 
slovenly or indiff erent approach to AIDS. 
On September 2, 1998, Mann and his wife 
– an AIDS researcher – were among the 
229 killed when Swissair Flight 111 from 
New York City crashed into the Atlantic 
Ocean. 

“But we carry on,” Hows said. “And 
I should put these deaths in context: 8000 
die every day of AIDS because they do not 
have access to the proper drugs.” 

His message is telling, not just in 
its affi  rmation of the need to continue 
their work despite the sudden calamity 
in Europe, but that the battle against 
HIV is no longer fought in the context 
of the world teetering on the edge of an 
uncontrollable plague of devastation. 
That was the fear felt by many in the late 
’80s, captured memorably by the Grim 
Reaper commercial that ran on Australian 
TV in 1987. Today, though, antiretroviral 
drugs mean those living with HIV in 
developed countries have the same 
life expectancy as those not infected. 
The theme of this year’s conference is 
Stepping Up the Pace – meaning we now 

know what to do regarding prevention 
and treatment, but aren’t doing it enough. 

Michael Kirby, former High Court 
justice, gave the seminar’s keynote 
address, echoing Hows’ message of 
resilience. He had been in Amsterdam 
only three days before MH17 left that city. 
“There’s a big cloud over this conference,” 
he said, pausing to fi ght the tears forming 
in his eyes. “But I know we will go on 
despite it.” 

It will be diffi  cult. Some sessions 
have empty chairs where the dead would 
have sat. 

Before Kirby spoke at the Beyond 
Blame conference, Victorian health 
minister David Davis addressed the 
small audience. He, too, was sombre and 
earnest, but he was alone in knowing the 
surprise news he was about to share. 

He opened with gentle, obligatory 
reference to MH17. And then dropped his 
bombshell: “And so I can announce this 
government’s intention to amend section 
19A of the criminal code.” 

There were audible gasps. Then 
a man stood and applauded. Another 
person joined him. Then another. Perhaps 
10 people soon stood in ovation. 

“I had no idea that was coming,” 
Kirby later said. But afterwards, when 
it was time for lunch and the minister 
had left, enthusiasm seemed awkwardly 
suspended between hope and cynicism. 
“They’re weasel words,” one activist told 
me. Another said: “We’re going to have 
to line our ducks up on this regarding a 
comment. We need some time to think 
about it.” Regardless, it was a signifi cant 
day, even if some were still deliberating 
what exactly that signifi cance was.  

To understand it, it is well to recall 
that in the early ’90s we were terrifi ed 
of “syringe bandits” – fi ends wielding 
blood infected with HIV or hepatitis, say, 
to better plunder our banks and petrol 
stations. While general apprehension 
about AIDS had declined from its apex 
in the late ’80s, the syringe bandit was a 
prominent bogyman. For some it seemed 
more horrifi c than a gun – with the prick of 
a needle you were condemned to a painful 
death. The thought that blood could 
be weaponised, could be used to fatally 
contaminate your own, was chilling. 

Victorians demanded a legislative 
response. This was a new type of 
murder – an agonisingly delayed 
one – and the law didn’t reflect that. 
There was recourse to other, minor 
infringements, but that was all. 

The then Victorian attorney-
general Jan Wade stood in parliament 
to argue for the passage of a new bill on 
April 28, 1993. “The purpose of the bill 
is to respond to escalating community 
concern about the use of hypodermic 
syringes fi lled with blood as weapons in 
cases of robberies and assault. At present, 
the intentional transmission of the HIV 
virus by this method is not adequately 
addressed by the criminal law. Modern 
medical science tells us that injecting 
another with HIV infected blood will 

Fighting stigma
almost inevitably cause the death of the 
victim. It also tells us that there will be 
in almost all cases a delay of some years 
before the victim dies of AIDS or an 
AIDS-related illness. The intentional 
infecting in that way could result in a 
guilty verdict to a charge of murder. The 
fact that some years will pass before the 
victim will die means it is more likely 
that the off ender will be charged with 
attempted murder, and that is totally 
unsatisfactory.” 

The law in question was section 
19A of the criminal code, which reads: 
1) A person who, without lawful excuse, 
intentionally causes another person to 
be infected with a very serious disease is 
guilty of an indictable off ence (punishable 
by up to 25 years’ imprisonment). 2) In 
subsection (1), “very serious disease” 
means HIV. 

Hence HIV was exclusively 
specifi ed, and it remains the only law in 
the country that does so. It has angered 
activists for some time now – they argue 
it is discriminatory, that it stigmatises the 
virus, and it is outdated in assuming being 
HIV positive is a death sentence. They 
even say it discourages people from being 
tested, in order to escape the mens rea 
test of criminal culpability – if they don’t 
know their status they cannot be found 
guilty of intent. 

They have no argument with the 
repugnant act of wilful transmission of 
HIV being criminalised, but importantly 
argue that other existing laws provide 
suffi  cient cover. 

“It goes against UN guidance, which 
says that you should use the general 
law to respond to the harm in a case of 
deliberate transmission,” Daniel Reeders, 
of the Australian Research Centre in Sex, 
Health and Society, tells me. “So Victoria 
already has laws that would cover that, 
whether it be the reckless or malicious 
injury provisions of the crimes act.”

Reeders explains that the historic 
context of the law is no longer relevant. 
“It was to get around some of the 
restrictions that then existed about 
when the death had to happen [for a 
murder]. For instance, the year and a day 
rule where if you injured someone and 
they died two years later you couldn’t 
be held accountable for murder. That’s 
now completely irrelevant. Someone 
diagnosed today with HIV has the same 
life expectancy as someone without HIV.”

Only once has section 19A been 
invoked, in the notorious case of 
Michael Neal in 2003 (another man had 
19A charges withdrawn in 1997 after 
a magistrate could not determine his 
intent). Interestingly, neither case was 
an act of syringe banditry – the law has 
never been used on armed robbers as 
originally conceived. Neal, then 48, was 
arrested on multiple charges, including 
deliberately trying to infect men with 
HIV. Other charges included possession 
of child pornography and drugs. He was 
sentenced, after a partially successful 
appeal, to nine years’ jail. 

“Neal was charged with a whole 

range of things, including a rape charge,” 
Reeders says. “There are provisions in the 
crime act about recklessly causing serious 
injury. And that’s what he primarily 
went down on. 19A is too diffi  cult to 
prove. Reckless endangerment survived 
on appeal, but the court clarifi ed that 
defence to a reckless endangerment 
charge is that the complainant gave 
informed consent. And that’s what you 
want in a provision which applies to 
sexual conduct.” 

In his opening address, Kirby 
reiterated the oft-put case for the law’s 
repeal. “Someone indiff erent to the risks 
of passing on the virus is a very anti-
social person. But 19A is a very specifi c 
and discriminatory law. Make it generic. 
The international guidelines are clear on 
this: actual and intentional transmission 
should be legitimately prosecuted, but 
under general, non-HIV-specifi c law.” 

By the afternoon of the day of the 
minister’s announcement, formal positions 
had congealed and been broadcast. 
Activists were cautiously welcoming the 
commitment. The Victorian AIDS Council 
and Living Positive Victoria released a 
joint media release: “[We] congratulate 
the Napthine government on today’s 
announcement to amend section 19A of 
the crimes act 1958 … [but we] strongly 
recommend that the Victorian government 
outline the details of the amendment 
as well as outline a timeframe for its 
implementation.” 

The next day, their language was 
even more cautious, as minister David 
Davis’s own careful use of the words 
“government’s intention to amend” 
settled in the delegates’ minds. An 
amendment removing the subsection 
that names HIV as the sole “very serious 
disease” falls short of their goal of repeal. 

Victorian AIDS Council CEO Simon 
Ruth released a statement saying: “We 
are concerned by the language used in 
yesterday’s announcement promising 
to amend section 19A to make it non-
discriminatory for people with HIV. 
This suggests the possibility that section 
19A could be converted into a general 
provision covering other infectious 
diseases. We believe that would be a step 
in the wrong direction.”

As with the solemn reminders of 
the plane crash everywhere, there remain 
many traces of the time when AIDS was 
our great moral panic. In this instance 
it’s a legislative anachronism. For now, 
the Napthine government is quiet on just 
what, exactly, that amendment will look 
like, and when it might enter Victoria’s 
fractious parliament. •

IN THE EARLY ’90s WE 
WERE TERRIFIED OF 
“SYRINGE BANDITS” – 
FIENDS WIELDING BLOOD 
INFECTED WITH HIV. 
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Child 
asylum 
seekers
on run
Fifteen children fl ed  
community detention 
during a ministerial 
review. A month later, 
they are still missing. 
Max Opray reports.

The Abbott government 
is using money and law 
to close down criticism 
and gag the community’s 
most trusted voices. By 
Mike Seccombe.

Brandis buys his 
critics’ silence 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Attorney- 
General George 
Brandis.

There was something missing from the 
revised service agreements under which 
the federal government provides funding 
to community legal centres around 
Australia, recently sent out to 140-odd 
such organisations.

The old clause fi ve was gone. 
That was the one that began: “The 
Commonwealth is committed to 
ensuring that its agreements do not 
contain provisions that could be used CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

to stifl e legitimate debate or prevent 
organisations engaging in advocacy 
activities.”

The old clause fi ve went on to stress 
that: “[N]o right or obligation arising 
under this Agreement will be read or 
understood by the Commonwealth as 
limiting the Organisation’s right to enter 
into public debate or criticism of the 
Commonwealth, its agencies, employees, 
servants or agents.”

It also stipulated that there was no 
obligation to obtain any advance approval 
from the government before going public 
with any criticism.

But when the Abbott government’s 
revised agreements went to the 
organisations in mid-June, all of that was 
gone. Instead, the new conditions, which 
came into force on July 1, specifi cally 
state that organisations cannot use 
Commonwealth money for any activity 
directed towards law reform or advocacy. 

Not surprisingly, the sector sees 

this as a retrograde step. So do the Labor 
Party, which inserted clause fi ve into the 
agreements, the Greens and the majority 
of state governments.

The Productivity Commission, 
in its recent interim Access to Justice 
report, found advocacy was actually an 
effi  cient use of resources. That’s because 
it addressed systemic issues rather than 
just individual cases. Thus “by clarifying 
the law it can also benefi t the community 
more broadly”.

Shadow Attorney-General Mark 
Dreyfus, QC, agrees. “CLCs and legal aid 
commissions are best placed, from their 
work, to observe when reform might 
aid not just their immediate clients, but 
thousands of others in the community.”

Indeed, over the years a long list of 
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One month ago today, as a ship full of 
hopeful Tamils sailed across the Indian 
Ocean, two Vietnamese boys in suburban 
Adelaide arrived home from school. 

Bao and Hien, both 16, had made it. 
Inseparable since meeting in March 2011 
on a boat bound for Australia, together 
they endured a perilous sea journey and 
17 months of detention, at Christmas 
Island and other facilities, before fi nally 
winding up in the same community 
detention home in South Australia. 

All accounts of the boys paint Bao as 
the tougher of the two, a pillar of strength 
and confi dence that the polite, softly 
spoken Hien would turn towards during 
their frequent dark moments. Both had 
lost contact with and were unaware of the 
fate of their families back in Vietnam.

By the time of this late June 
afternoon, the duo had become integrated 
into Australian life, model students at 
Woodville High School and key players 
for the Xa Quê Hu’o’ng Vietnamese 
community soccer club. According to 
a member of the squad, the team name 
translates rather fi ttingly to Far Away 
From My Mother Homeland.

The boys, whose names I have 
changed, would have felt particularly at 
home on June 26: just a day earlier, fellow 
Vietnamese boat refugee Hieu Van Le had 
been named as the next governor of South 
Australia. Their dark moments looked to 
be a thing of the past, but after Bao and 
Hien returned home from school that day, 
there was a knock at the door that would 
reset the whole ordeal.

A team of immigration offi  cers and 
Federal Police stood at the threshold, 
bearing a letter from the legal guardian of 
the children, Scott Morrison. The key line 
from the letter, which has been obtained 
by The Saturday Paper, reads as follows: 
“The Minister for Immigration and 
Border Protection has made a decision 
that your residence determination is 
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“The fi rst time I met Kim Jong-il it was like 
I was meeting God. Then the facade collapsed.”

Jang Jin-sung
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“The fi rst time I met [Kim Jong-il] it was like I 
was meeting God,” muses Jang, 43, with a small sardonic 
smile, mocking his own past puerile wonderment. “Then 
the facade collapsed. The propaganda had blown him up 
to this pedestal of perfection and holiness. It’s ironic. If 
I had considered him as a fl awed being, I would probably 
have been trying to fi nd the good things in him. But here 
was a guy thinking he was not born of a woman and a man 
but actually came out of [holy] Mount Paektu. That’s why 
it was so instant. It became absurd.” 

Jang not only bought into North Korea’s 
seemingly fantastical propaganda but was also one of 
its producers and propagators. In his job at Section 5, 
Division 19, of Offi  ce 101 at the United Front Department, 
the government wing responsible for inter-Korean 
espionage, he posed as a South Korean poet writing verses 
that praised the North. These were then disseminated 
through state newspapers to prove that their southern 
cousins also venerated Kim Jong-il. 

Cultural control was, and remains, a cornerstone 
of Pyongyang’s grip on power. “There are songs you 
have to know by heart, poems you have to know, movies 
you have to see. There is a whole syllabus on repeat for 
all the decades of your life,” says Jang. Images of North 
Korea abroad focus on military goose-stepping and 
missile launches. But within the country it is the threat of 
physical punishment mixed with the all-pervasive claws 
of state indoctrination through fi lm, music and art that 
keep the populace in check. 

Under Kim’s father Kim Il-sung, the novel had 
been a favoured medium to distil values. But in the 
1990s, when the economy collapsed, paper shortages 
helped shift the focus from novels to poetry, which could 
encapsulate succinct messages on just a single sheet of 
paper. Writers such as Jang worked under a strict chain 
of command. Art’s purpose was to lionise the leaders; 
content had to prioritise duty to the state over individual 
desire. “Anything that would be seen by at least more 
than three eyes had to be for public enrichment, even 
a tombstone or road sign,” says Jang. 

The poet’s job was to spin myths. So, to help make 
the Kims kings, how many fables did Jang compose? 
“Too many to tell,” he shrugs. One, he says, went like this: 
when Kim Jong-il’s birth mother died, rather than dwell 
on his own sorrow, he provided on-site guidance at a 
brick factory. It was made up, of course. At that time Jang 
fervently, feverishly believed in the cause. “No matter 
how many lies I was putting out, it was all for a righteous 
person, our legitimate leader,” he says. “Everything could 
be justifi ed.” 

Today, Jang is married to a South Korean and lives 
in Seoul with his wife and baby boy. But when he left 
North Korea he also left behind his family. The regime’s 
key stranglehold on dissent is a system of “guilt by 
association”. If an individual steps out of line their entire 
extended kin is liable to be punished. It is estimated that 
200,000 prisoners, including children, are festering in the 
country’s brutal gulags. 

Since he left, Jang has not been able to make 
contact with his loved ones. When the subject is broached 
he descends into silence. A helicopter buzzes overhead. 
Eventually he says, painfully, “I don’t really care about my 
own life but what really hurts me is thinking that what I 
am saying might be having repercussions on family back 
home. I know I need to tell the truth but how much more 
do I need to make my family suff er for it?” 

At the height of his success as a poet, Jang received 
permission to return to his home town Sariwon, south 
of Pyongyang (any travel required special permits). 
The journey marked his most traumatic experience: 
witnessing once healthy friends and neighbours starving 
to death, as well as the public execution of a local farmer 
who had stolen a bag of rice. In the “Arduous March”, as 
North Korea’s 1990s famine is euphemistically called, up 
to three million people perished. 

To placate this desperate population, the ruling 
party penned slogans. “If you survive a thousand miles 
of suff ering, there will be 10,000 miles of happiness,” the 
people were told. On television, the state broadcast a song 
called “The Rice-balls of the General” in which Kim Jong-il 
travelled up and down the country, hundreds of miles at a 
time, to help his charges sustained only by a single rice ball. 

But Jang became haunted by the orgy of food that 
he had witnessed “Dear Leader” feast on. Guilt started 
to gnaw at him: while his friends suff ered, he was given 
a $12,000 Rolex watch, French cognac and coveted 
weekly rations. Favour from the top literally meant the 
diff erence between life and death. 

Back in Pyongyang, Jang ferociously read the 
South Korean newspapers and books stored in his 
offi  ce which only he, and a few others, had access to 
for their work. The documents – many of which had 
whole passages criticising Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il 
blacked out, visible only when Jang held them to the 
window – told a diff erent story to the one he had learnt 
at home: a story in which North Korea started the 
devastating 1950-53 Korean War, which divided the 

nation; a story in which Kim Jong-il was a despotic 
tyrant, not a supreme fatherly being. 

Jang’s mistake – or his deliverance – was to 
surreptitiously pass one of these forbidden books to his 
friend Hwang Young-min. When Hwang lost the book on 
a crowded subway, a crime punishable by death, the pair 
decided they had no choice but to fl ee. The only option 
to give his family a chance at life, says Jang, was to leave 
without telling a soul. 

Hwang’s subsequent suicide – he chose death 
rather than the gulag – was not an individual event 
but “just one of many millions of psychological deaths, 
emotional deaths, real deaths that North Koreans have 
to deal with every day,” says Jang. He adds: “I am a North 
Korean who made it and he is a North Korean who did 
not, so I need to live on behalf of him, I need to do what 
he cannot do, I need to give his voice back because he is 
unable to speak now.”

If Dear Leader is a personal ode to lost friends, it 
also promises to be an insider’s account of North Korea 
delivered from a court poet with key access to leaders. As 
with all North Korean defectors, it is impossible to verify 
Jang’s story; some North Korea watchers fear that he 
may have exaggerated his past infl uence and proximity 
to power. There is also no way to substantiate large 
swaths of his more far-fetched claims: for example, that 
Kim Jong-il had a team of 3000 food engineers working 
solely on fi nding recipes to extend his lifespan. “Even in 
North Korea, I doubt poets have quite the political access 
required for the analysis he provides,” notes Paul French, 
author of North Korea: State of Paranoia.

The jury on whether Dear Leader is an accurate 
portrayal of a state gone mad or an aggrandised version 
of events will not be out until the hermit state eventually 
opens up. Until then Jang must be taken on trust. His 
book has already created waves. But for the author, every 
success brings with it pangs of regret. He worries that 
attention might increase atrocities on his loved ones back 
home. And not only there. In Seoul, where Jang worked 
as an intelligence analyst, he lives under the shadow of 
24/7 police protection. 

Change, if it does come, will be from below, Jang 
insists. Ordinary North Koreans today are caught up in 
what he calls “the South Korean wave”: they emulate 
South Korean fashion or secretly listen to South Korean 
soap operas smuggled across the border. Flourishing 
black markets have given the people confi dence to barter 
and trade. “North Korea does not change because the 
leaders decide to be nicer and give up their power – it 
changes because of the South Korean wave and market 
economy,” he rails, frustration creeping into his voice.

He continues: “The problem is not that people’s 
hearts and minds aren’t open. It’s because you are in a 
chain gang and when you jump of a cliff , your wife, baby 
and family comes with you. That is what is stopping 
North Korea from reforming.”

Jang jumped. Was it worth it? Was it worth risking 
his own life, his relatives’ lives, his friend’s life, and now, 
if he is to be believed, his new family’s lives as he survives 
under the constant threat of assassination from a regime 
angry that he has revealed its secrets to the world?

He clasps the chair with both hands and turns to 
look at the water. He shakes his head. “I don’t want to 
escape, I don’t need to escape, I don’t need to kill myself, 
I can deal with it, but also my conscience won’t leave me 
alone. If I shut up it is because I have given in. By shutting 
up I am making a decision.”

It was not always an obvious decision. Jang recalls 
that when he fi rst arrived in South Korea he pretended 
that he was from a region of the country with a similar 
accent to the North. But, he says, “I felt really oppressed 
by that lie. I’m not South Korean, this is not my history. 
So I said: ‘I’m from Pyongyang. I am a North Korean who 
has come here because I cannot speak freely in my own 
country. One day, when I can, I will go home again.’” •

It was Kim Jong-il’s unclad feet that undid his divinity. 
In 1999, Jang Jin-sung, a former state poet laureate from 
North Korea, was summoned to meet the “Supreme 
Leader”, who ruled the hermit state with an iron fi st from 
1994 until his death in 2011. 

Jang, then 28, had written a poem that had taken 
the bouff ant-haired dictator’s fancy. Kim alone, Jang 
wrote, was “Lord of the Gun” and “Lord of Peace”, “Lord 
of Unifi cation” and “Lord of Justice”. He believed it. To 
Jang, as to most North Koreans, Kim was not only the 
true leader of all the Korean people but God himself. 

At a dinner, where guests devoured ice-cream clad 
in fl ames while the rest of the country went hungry, Jang 
was commanded to chink glasses with Kim. As he recalls 
in his book Dear Leader, now translated into English for 
the fi rst time, Jang stood before Kim bent double at the 
waist in a deep bow. 

Then he caught a glimpse of Kim’s bare feet. The 
shock was abrupt. Jang had thought this man celestial. But 
here were his toes! There were his mortal shoes, tossed 
aside! They proved that Kim too suff ered from sore soles. 
Worse still, they contained an inner platform of some six 
or seven centimetres designed to add an illusion of height. 
Jang should have been overawed. Yet all he could think 
was, “Those shoes have deceived his people.” 

The meeting marked Jang’s admittance into a 
coveted inner circle of North Koreans who had met the 
general. But what should have been the happiest moment 
of his life became a catalyst for his desertion. In January 
2004, Jang defected from his homeland by crossing the 
frozen Tumen River to China. While Jang eventually 
made it to the South Korean embassy in Beijing after 
a month on the run in subzero temperatures, the 
companion he fl ed with did not. Hwang Young-min was 
caught by Chinese authorities and, on the news that he 
was to be sent back across the border, committed suicide.

Such traumas seem far away on the week of 
the Sydney Writers’ Festival as Jang sits overlooking 
the harbour, sipping bottled water and basking in the 
sunshine. A small man, dressed discreetly in a blue suit 
and pale pink shirt, Jang clutches his iPhone and talks 
through his translator, Shirley Lee, who encouraged him 
to expand his story for a Western audience. Although 
polite, he rarely makes eye contact. 

As a beloved propagandist of North 
Korea’s dictatorship, poet Jang Jin-
sung lived to serve his leader. Then the 
bubble burst. He shares rare glimpses 
behind the veil of secrecy with 
Clarissa Sebag-Montefi ore.
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moment, because in South Australia 
the full court has had to grapple with 
the question of whether public interest 
immunity applied in a case brought by the 
manufacturer of custard Berliner buns. 

The full court judgement says 
that Dr Kevin Bucket from the SA 
health department besmirched the buns 
of well-known baker Vili Milisits by 
alleging some of them contained traces of 
salmonella. Fortunately, as a result of the 
latest appeal in this case, Vili can get his 
hands on the names of those who engaged 
in a salmonella survey by the department. 

This rush of carb-induced litigation 
must be contained. 

The pipelines of the surfi ng world, 
meanwhile, also harbour no shortage of 
reputational damage. 

Indigenous surfer Otis Carey has 
fi led proceedings against the publishers 
of Surfi ng Life and one of its journalists. 
According to court documents the 
plaintiff  was referred to in these terms: 
“With his apeish face and cowering 
hair-curtains, I expect little more than 
Cro-Magnon grunts from his mouth. I 
am caught off  guard by the clarity and 
eloquence of his speech.”

The magazine’s editor, Wade 
Davis, who is of African and Indigenous 
Australian heritage, issued an unreserved 
apology, saying he was “devastated that a 
thoughtless misread could have allowed 
an insensitive and damaging term to have 
slipped through to publication”. 

Freedom on wheels
What would Freedom Boy make of all this? 
In a sense we don’t need to ask, because he 
is on record with a set-piece response. 

Commissioner Tim Wilson has 
already told us that there shouldn’t be 
a law prohibiting Aboriginals being 
kicked out of the pub on grounds of race. 
By not allowing people to show their 
bigotry, “the public cannot boycott that 
venue and hold people to account for 
their conduct”. 

Brilliant stuff . So brilliant in fact 
that he repeated it last week in the 
wake of the Wicked Campers crisis. The 
company provides campervans sporting 
adorable slogans about fat girls and blow 
jobs, comparing vaginas to the weather or 
encouraging the public to “Save a whale, 
harpoon a Jap”. There’s been outrage, 
petitions and parliamentary rebukes. The 
Blue Mountains Council declared this 
marketing strategy a threat to tourism. 

Wicked Campers director John 
Webb explained that “a sense of humour 
is a sense of proportion”. 

And Freedom Boy raced to defend 
the right of the company to sloganise. 
The ABC reported him saying that, “Just 
removing things that are off ensive, while 
it may seem attractive, is a very dangerous 
precedent.” People should protest by not 
using the business. 

Later, coolness prevailed and in the 
time-honoured way Wilson said he was 
taken out of context and, of course, he 
deplored this sort of unpleasantness. 

In the meantime, his “road 
map for the future of free speech” is 
taking shape. The massive symposium 
under the umbrella of the Human 
Rights Commission will be keynoted 
by Attorney-General Bookshelves 
Brandis himself. 

Among the early-bird registrations 
for attendance is “Holocaust historian” 
Dr Fredrick Toben from Adelaide. 

Bib and tucker
There’s Clive Palmer, with his cars, planes, 
properties, shares, minerals and girth. 

What a bulging register of interests 
he’s fi led with the parliamentary 
housekeepers. Page after page of 
companies, shareholdings, directorships, 
trusts, real estate, spousal interests, 
boats, works of art. On and on it goes until 
you get to page 20, where we discover 
additional items: “Hermès baby towel, 
bath mitt and baby winter hat; Hermès 
men’s scarf; Hermès baby bib.” All valued 
at approximately $3000, all a gift from 
Sarina Russo and all incredibly fetching 
vestiges of patronage and wealth. 

This could be the same Sarina Russo 
whose business straddles Queensland and 
the globe providing education, training 
and recruitment services. There’s also the 
Sarina Russo Institute, which specialises 
in English language skills. 

It’s not the sort of frou-frou you’re 
likely to fi nd on Jacqui Lambie’s register 
of interests. 

Nonetheless, before baby Lucy 
Palmer gets to use these alluring items, 
it’s a beguiling thought that Clive 
might be munching his way through a 
caramelised banana split in his Hermès 
bib and being scrubbed in the tub with 
a Hermès baby mitt. 

For the record, Hermes was the 
messenger of the gods and guide to the 
underworld.   

Italian job
To Paddington, Sydney, and the Australian 
Galleries for the opening of the latest 

artworks from Michael Fitzjames, a vast 
space of brooding masterpieces simply 
called New Works. 

The Saturday Paper commentator, 
biographer and masterpiece in his 
own right, David Marr, did the launch 
honours and observed that now 
Fitzjames has retired as The Australian 
Financial Review’s illustrator, “he never 
has to draw another stockbroker again”. 

These are “free, mysterious 
works”, and even though tonally grey, 
black and white, they are nonetheless 
full of colour. 

There was a smattering of 
redundant Fairfax journalists in 
attendance, and Marr observed that since 
they now had “capital” as opposed to 
mere incomes, there was no excuse not 
to buy. 

Freedom of artistic expression 
was a matter on many lips. It was, 
after all, Fitzjames who scandalised 
segments of Melbourne’s Italian 
community with his wondrous map of 
Italy, which he called “Berlusconia”. 
Cities, towns and regions were 
renamed as Sardonica, Mafia, Pugilisti, 
Truculenti Lazi, Lombastardi, Pissante, 
Cretino, and so on. 

Berlusconi supporters were 
incandescent with fury and took the 
Fin to the Human Rights Commission. 
Proceedings were drawn out, expensive 
and ultimately resolved. 

No one seemed to blackban the 
The Australian Financial Review 
or Michael Fitzjames over this 
off ence – which must have come as 
a disappointment to boycott and 
divestment advocate Timbo Wilson. •
Tips and tattle: justinian@lawpress.com.au

RICHARD 
ACKLAND
is the publisher 
of Justinian. He 
is The Saturday 
Paper’s diarist-
at-large and legal 
aff airs editor.
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south and west of the city. Apparently, 
you don’t need to go to Oxford Street 
these days to be gay. You can be gay 
in any pub, which is something of a 
breakthrough. 

Kosky should send one of his 
talent scouts from the Komische to 
check out the Cauligirls at Botany Road: 
Marilyn Mootrub, Faren Heit, Azzy 
Sarah Topaz, Bree Vin Ammyl and 
Berth Ofa Nation. 

Piping hot
Pipeline, you may have rashly thought, 
is a surfi ng magazine. Not at all. It’s the 
offi  cial organ of the Cake Decorators 
Association of NSW, which fi nds itself 
in court on the receiving end of a 
defamation action after it published a 
notice of motion to expel a member for 
allegedly bringing the association into 
“disrepute”. 

In a preliminary round, Judge 
Judy Gibson at the Dizzo struck out a 
few of the imputations, gave leave for an 
amended statement of claim and ordered 
some badly needed mediation. 

The defamation courts seem no 
place for the gluten-intolerant at the 

Barrie Kosky, director of the Komische 
Oper Berlin, tells us that Australians are a 
“weird combination of Wake in Fright and 
Strictly Ballroom”. 

The thesis had to be put to the test, 
and with that in mind your Gadfl y headed 
to the Caulifl ower Hotel in Sydney’s 
Waterloo last Saturday. While not exactly 
Wake in Fright, there was certainly an 
element of Priscilla meets Ballroom. 

Diehard Rabbitohs supporters 
sat around sipping their beery tonic 
as several giant TV screens alternated 
between the trots, the dogs and the footy. 
From a tiny stage a clutch of drag queens 
emerged from behind sparkly curtains to 
entrance the South Sydney drinkers with 
some top-rate cabaret. 

What has happened to drag, I 
inquired of Miss Ru Bella, chief Cauligirl 
and MC? From the days of hoofer Rose 
Jackson at Capriccios with Bill Gleeson 
on piano, the Oxford Street drag scene 
today seems a diminished aff air. 

Years ago I remember having a 
drink at the Albury Hotel, where the 
bar itself was a stage for drag artistes, 
one of whom was a glamorous but 
ancient Philippine performer, who 
was introduced as “Rose Hancock’s 
grandfather”. The scene now has moved 

Gadfly
Wake in 
fright wigs
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A work of extraordinary ambition, 
originality, and rigour, Capital in 
the Twenty-First Century reorients 
our understanding of economic 
history and confronts us with 
sobering lessons for today.

Thomas Piketty analyses a unique 
collection of data from twenty 
countries, ranging as far back as 
the eighteenth century, to uncover 
key economic and social patterns. 
His findings show that the rich are 
getting richer, and the poor are 
getting poorer.

The first edition sold out in days. 
More copies are due in May. 

Reserve your copy now at all 
Readings shops and online at 
readings.com.au

HB. $59.95.
Harvard University Press.

Thomas Piketty

Capital 
in the Twenty-First Century

‘French economist Thomas 
Piketty has written an 

extraordinarily important book. 
Open-minded readers will surely 
find themselves unable to ignore 
the evidence and arguments he 

has brought to bear.’
- Financial Times

‘Piketty has written a truly 
superb book.’

- Paul Krugman, 
The New York Review of Books
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SPORT

Pipe dreams
Corbin Harris, 28, skateboarder
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RICHARD
COOKE
is a journalist 
and writer for 
television. He 
is The Saturday 
Paper’s sports 
editor.

Corbin Harris is a professional skateboarder who 
rides for the Element Australia team. He also works 
as a television presenter, and is a published author. 

Richard Cooke How do you fi nd balance between your 
TV presenting and skating?

Corbin Harris TV is probably about 60 per cent of what 
I’m doing at the moment. Whether it’s the X Games or 
NBC Signature Series or new content I’m working on 
with Brett Moore, it’s a lot. I’m still skating, but it sort 
of took a back seat. I mean, I did well as a competitor, 
but I don’t think I ever did amazingly well. I placed and 
won medals, won bronze at the X Games and had a 
strong, competitive career. But it was never really my 
passion. I always got a bit overwhelmed, wanting to go 
out there and be the best, and if I didn’t do my best I was 
disappointed and I’d take it to heart. 

RC You didn’t enjoy the pressure of competition?

CH It was more of the fact that I didn’t think this is how 
I would normally skate. The pressure would probably 
kick in, and I wouldn’t do the tricks that I could normally 
do really easy, so that was the frustrating part. I sort 
of realised that wasn’t where I could do my best work. 
Where I could do my best work was to be in a tour van 
with eight other guys and we’re pushing each other 
12 days straight, for 16 hours a day, out on the streets 
or in the skate park trying to pull the best tricks for a 
magazine article or a video. 

RC Skateboarding is a sport where you can create your 
own style of career, outside of competition.

CH That’s the thing about skateboarding, or action sports 
in general – you’ve got that freedom, you’ve got that 
imagination and you can dream up whatever you do. I 
didn’t love contests, I loved skateboarding, and being able 
to walk straight out my door and do it anywhere I like. 

RC Diff erent cities seem to create their own skating 
cultures. 

CH There’s a lot more street skateboarding in California 
because they haven’t had [proper] facilities. For me 
growing up, at grassroots level, we had way more easily 
accessible skate parks in Australia than in America. 

RC That’s surprising. 

CH I think Canberra was one of the fi rst places that 
I used to travel to as a kid, and every fi ve minutes 
you’d jump in a car and you’d end up in a new park. 
It was crazy. It was like a wonderland, and 
I think that’s growing. The councils and 
governments don’t want to see 
kids out on the streets trying 
to do tricks in front of cars.

RC That was part of the 
reason you wrote your book, wasn’t 
it? To build some momentum to 
get skateboarding accepted as a 
mainstream sport.

CH That was defi nitely one reason. I travelled the 

world, running around hosting contests and diff erent 
events, and then when I came back to Australia, I had the 
feeling people didn’t really understand what we do. 

RC You draw inspiration from unusual sources, 
especially Australian art. You’ve mentioned people such 
as Brett Whiteley and John Olsen.

CH That’s right – it comes from my family. My father was 
an artist when he was younger. My whole family is into art. 
They dragged me around every art gallery they possibly 
could. So you can see that infl uence in things like board 
graphics. I actually got an artist called Jonathan Zawada 
[to do the artwork] for two of my fi rst pro boards. 

RC You’ve worked with Tony Hawk as well, 
one of your biggest inspirations. For a 
guy who retired in 1999, he seems to 
skate a lot.

CH I think it’s just in your 
blood. You can’t really stop. 

RC He’s 46 and still going. 

CH I cannot say enough 
about that guy. He’s a workaholic, he’s an absolute 
genius. The video game is the one that shot him into 
the atmosphere. It was unbelievable. I mean, I was in 
a jungle in Brazil with him this year and the kids were 
running out of the jungle saying, “Tony Hawk – 
pro skater!” It’s the next level when you 
travel with that guy; you realise how 
big he is. He’s been through three 
generations, going into a fourth 
generation. I don’t think any 
other athlete has been 
like that: [Michael]
Schumacher hasn’t, 
[Kelly] Slater 
hasn’t. There’s 
so much you 
can learn 
from 
him. •
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TRAVEL

Perched above the pine forests 
of Bhutan, the Tiger’s Nest 
Monastery off ers determined 
tourists the chance to ascend to 
a higher spiritual plane.

Climbing 
with tigers
In the end they put as all to shame – a group, near to 
double fi gures, of elderly Japanese hikers, including 
one demure lady said to be 76. Barely a word came from 
them, beyond the odd admiring exclamation as they 
gazed out and across the Paro Valley, a view that grew 
more spectacular as they ascended towards Tiger’s Nest.

The climb, now famous far beyond the borders 
of the mystical landlocked nation of Bhutan, holds an 
element of the samurai spirit of bushido for the Japanese 
taking it on. For everyone else? Well, there’s a decent 
boast to be had back home in saying that you made it 
high into the Himalayas, to the precincts of the country’s 
most famous monastery.

Bhutan’s 
most famous 
monastery, 
Taktshang 
Goemba. 

The venerated religious site Taktshang Goemba, 
literally translated as Tiger’s Nest Monastery, should 
be the sole domain of serene monks, sited as it is, some 
say miraculously, on a precipice 900 metres above 
the fl oor of the valley, appearing to be more a product 
of Hollywood computer-generated imagery than 
architecture. But the donkey and mule trains laboriously 
ferrying supplies to the holy orders in the clouds are 
forced to share the steep mountain path with a steady 
fl ow of determined climbers. Measured breaths, one foot 
slowly in front of the other, they ascend to the divine 
realm in a ceaseless stream. 

Tourists arrive at the gathering place cum car 
park at the base, some eight kilometres out of the Paro 
township. There, brass and woven ornaments are sold 
and horses are available for inexpensive hire (one way 
only; they come down with empty saddles, lest they 
tumble tail over snout and propel passengers into a tree). 

But the fact we are heading for a ney – a holy place 
– becomes plainly apparent with the spinning of prayer 
wheels and tying of prayer fl ags, the gentle murmurings 
of Bhutanese pilgrims heard in the wind wending its 
way through the pine trees, the side paths to meditation 
caves or a sign exhorting you to “Walk to Guru’s Glory” 
and, always, the looming magnifi cence of an incredible 
monastery built more than 300 years ago. This is no 
mere hike. 

A couple of hours each way is generally allowed by 
the walkers, with the more athletic smugly awaiting the 
stragglers in their party while taking tea and pastries at 
the cafeteria at 2940 metres or posing for photographs 
at the lookout opposite the monastery at 3140 metres. Of 
course the geriatric Japanese, not inclined to miss either 
refreshment or happy snaps, manage to do it all with 
time to spare.

Legend has it that, with the right spiritual plane or 
connections, one can bypass feet and steed and make it 
into the clouds on the back of a magic tiger, though they 
seemed to be in short supply the day of my climb. Legend 
also insists that the complex of ornate religious buildings 
is anchored in place by the hairs of dakinis (celestial 
females), which is as good an explanation as any for how 
everything hangs together, I suppose. The monastery 
clings, as one phrase goes, to the side of the mountain 
like a gecko.

The holy site has not been without mishaps and 
misadventure, however. In 1998 a fi re, which some 
suspect may have been deliberately lit to disguise a 

theft, wiped out the main building of Taktshang Goemba 
and all that was within. The king was on hand in 2005 
to oversee the reopening after years of painstaking 
construction using materials carted up the mountain on 
the backs of workers or in a cable lift. Seems the magic 
tigers were on holiday then as well. 

By the time you’ve dragged your weary carcass 
to the lookout, preparing to tread the fi nal paths and 
suspensions to the holy grail of the monastery, you 
have made friends for life – Argentinian accountants, 
German footballers, Kiwi podiatrists, and those retired 
Japanese salarymen. The sense of camaraderie is 
palpable, everyone spending but half a day of their time 
in Bhutan achieving something of no small signifi cance. 
In a country replete with imposing structures in often 
breathtaking locations, Taktshang Goemba is a national 
motif, the most recognisable landmark.

The elegant Temple of the Guru with Eight 
Names, the centrepiece of the monastery, was built 
in 1692 at the cave where Bhutan’s patron saint, Guru 
Padmasambhava, the man credited with bringing 
Buddhism to the country, is said to have meditated 
for three months in the 8th century. With gurus 
supposedly fl ying in and out of the lair on the back of 
tigers of varying disposition, the place was eventually 
consecrated to tame the tiger demon. 

There are so many confl icting and overlapping 
tales and legends, rich in reincarnation, that you could 
take a degree course before visiting Taktshang Goemba. 
But suffi  ce to say that over the centuries many of the 
region’s great and holy have made their way up from the 
Paro Valley to meditate, seek enlightenment and most 
certainly harden their bodies on near vertical cliff  sides.

There are four main temples and eight caves in 
the Tiger’s Nest – comprising images of bodhisattvas, 
fl ickering butter lamps and paintings on pedestals – and 
all are interconnected by wooden bridges and steps 
carved into rock. 

On a good day – and they are plentiful – there 
are clouds shrouding the monastery and moss hanging 
from the pine forest’s fl uttering prayer fl ags. You can 
hear the wind whistling over the rocky plateau known 
as the Hundred Thousand Fairies, the faint squeaking 
of prayer wheels, and water tumbling over rocks and 
splashing into a sacred pool. Though you know exactly 
where you are (and will be after lunch), for the fatigued 
climber there is an overwhelming sense of remoteness. 
And privilege. • GL
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BOOKS

Omar Musa
Here Come the Dogs

If you’ve ever driven inland from an 
Australian city, you have seen the Town: its 
war memorials, its Charcoal Chicken joints, 
its TABs, its red-brick pubs. Omar Musa’s 
version is “a powderkeg, / a perfect altar for 
a bushfi re – / the sole god of a combustible 
summer”. By the end of this novel, which 
mixes verse and prose, you know it must 
explode. The only question is: metaphorically 
or physically, or both?

The Town is a dextrous image. It’s also 
a maze with a beast at its heart – consider 
this book its bestiary. Solomon Amosa is 27 
and lives at home. He’s a former basketball 
hopeful who works a dishwashing job, once 
“lean and fatless”, now carrying a “small 
but obvious gut”. His half-brother Jimmy 
calls him a libertine who “lost any sense 
of discipline to booze, women and MDMA 
years ago”. Meanwhile, Jimmy himself is 
mouthing an unsexy, self-helpy mantra 
while doing the equally unsexy work of 
applying eye drops: “RelationshipandComm -
unicationRelationshipandCommunication
RelationshipandCommunication,” 
he thinks. This and other acts of 
domestication aren’t taking well. Their 
friend Aleks, an eastern European, 

is a young father serving time in jail. 
These are the kind of young men who 

never quite quit smoking, who are ageing 
past the point where their foibles look 
like the results of youth. Their story joins 
a recent fl ood of top-quality Australian 
fi ction that turns its authors’ angry, funny 
eyes towards the non-urban quadrants of 
Australia, a country woefully underequipped 
to deal with anyone who isn’t rich or white. 
It pairs well with Mullumbimby by Melissa 
Lucashenko, or Pat Grant’s graphic novel 
Blue; like them, Here Come the Dogs both 
entertains and assaults, fi lling gaps in a 
national literature that’s too complacent, 
and too narrow.

Musa’s book focuses tightly on the 
trio: “a Samoan, a Maco and a something” 
(Jimmy’s lineage is unknown). A school 
teacher once told Aleks “how lucky he was 
to be here” in contrast with the Balkans, an 
animalistic place. Even at school age, Aleks 
knew the teacher was delusional: “Make a 
nick in the corner of the country, peel back 
the facade like possum skin, and the truth 
beneath would be hideous.” Such nicking, 
peeling and truth-telling is this book’s 
forensic project, though what it reveals 

turns out to be equally bleak and bright. 
A girlfriend tells Solomon his town is not 
exactly the Australia she’d dreamed of: 
she’d “wanted red sands and rainforests 
and highways” and got roundabouts. 
Solomon can’t fault her indictment, but 
his hackles also rise: it’s not a very good 
Australia, but it’s the one he knows. 
Abandon it or fi x it? This becomes the choice 
the main characters noodle with as the plot 
kicks along.

Some of the most uncomplicatedly 
loving stanzas describe Aussie hip-hop. This 
is clearly a passion of Musa’s – he’s both a 
slam poet and a rapper – but it also makes 
perfect sense for his fi ctional creations. 
Aussie hip-hop went from mockable genre 
to middle-class interest quite fast, largely 
bypassing a moment that was legitimate 
or cool. It’s a good choice of worship for 
characters who themselves feel they’ve been 
left in the dust.

It’s no stretch to create a link between 
rap and poetry, but it also requires limiting 
your defi nitions of both forms. Rap has 
greater aural potential than poetry, while 
poetry’s visual and spatial potentials 
are greater than rap’s. Musa can be good 
visually, as when he traces a sky’s shift 
from “wine dark” to “lemon light”. It’s one 
of those riff s on a cliché that forces you to 
go back and revisit the overused phrase, 
turning the tired “wine dark” into something 
refreshed and stark. But Musa’s text is best 
when focused on speed, sound and fl ow. 
Here’s Solomon, preening:

But I’m crisp tee fresh –
black on black, snapback,
toothbrush on sneaker,
  throwback fresh.

Solomon feels sharp here, and thanks 
to Musa, so do you. He is always good at 
inducing his characters’ sensations in the 
reader’s body. When Solomon does a line of 

coke, it’s “a cold zoom in the guts, / a perfectly 
timed tackle”. The second metaphor locates 
the experience in culture and space, of course 
– but the fi rst enacts a precise and powerful 
linguistic attack.

Musa has true poetic chops. He is also 
a fi ne observer, meticulous about chronicling 
rarely written aspects of the world. Jimmy, 
in a club, “can’t quite hit the beat with his 
hips and knees so he stands still and bobs 
his head”. It’s a tiny moment, but when have 
you ever seen this documented in a novel – 
the exact feeling of engaging with a DJ in a 
slightly failed way?

It might prove an important book. It’s 
also very straight and male. This refl ects the 
experiences of Musa’s characters, but that’s 
hardly a fair defence, when phrases like 
“lemon light” so clearly belong to an author’s 
hand, transcending those characters’ world 
views. When Solomon dumps Georgia, 
a university girl, the break-up emerges 
through a torrential verbal assault, about 
how sleeping with Solomon won’t make 
Georgia less white. The argument feels 
strangely one-sided. One scene does feature 
two women speaking to each other, by 
themselves – alas, their conversation is very 
brief, and it’s about the blokes.

By the fi nale, some expected pay-off s 
are buried, inadequately explored, perhaps 
the result of shuffl  ing between voices and 
styles. In a verse novel, such cleaving can 
shock the reader, force them to look up. In a 
book that’s two-thirds prose, it feels like an 
issue of plot.

But it’s all so quick, you hardly notice. 
Here Come the Dogs is fi rst and foremost 
a ride. Debut novels often come with an 
implicit caveat: this is a writer to watch, 
someone who brings a fresh voice at the 
expense of form. Musa is better than that. It’s 
a big, bad book that promises the world, then 
burns it all joyously down.  CR

Hamish Hamilton, 352pp, $29.99
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Hamish McDonald
Demokrasi

Wayne Macauley
Demons

“We have a president,” observed veteran 
Indonesian journalist August Parengkuan, 
referring to the now-departing Yudhoyono, “but 
do we have a leader?” That remark could apply 
equally to all rulers of our tumultuous northern 
neighbour since postwar independence. 

Hamish McDonald, The Saturday 
Paper’s world editor, has spent decades 
trying to fathom this intriguing, frustrating 
and extraordinarily diverse nation, where 
“beauty, sensuality, chaos and violence” 
combine across a vast archipelago, inhibiting 
the emergence of a truly national character. 
If anything, his latest assessment points to 
further and deeper political fragmentation. 

More than half a century after Sukarno’s 
Guided Democracy (which “careered around 
the international skies like a missile with its 
gyroscope disabled”), the nation still has not 
come to terms with the bloodbath that left 
up to one million communist sympathisers 
dead and paved the way in 1967 for Suharto. 
His New Order military regime, supported by 
both Washington and Canberra, thrived on 
technocratic slogans – “dynamic stability” 
and “25 years of accelerated modernisation”. 
By regime’s end in 1998, the economy had 
collapsed and more than half the population 

was below the poverty line. Habibie’s 
ascension as the “accidental president” may 
have delivered optimism to the educated 
elite, and freedom for the long-suff ering 
East Timorese, but elsewhere, “long-
suppressed ethnic and religious antagonisms 
were bursting out”, tensions that remain 
unresolved today. 

Indonesia has always been as politically 
shaky as the tectonic plates it sits on; 
McDonald tellingly reminds us that Indonesia 
and Egypt are not so diff erent in their fabric, 
and the latter’s recent failed transition to 
democracy in the social media age serves as 
a warning to what might still go wrong, with 
unpredictable impacts on Australia. These 
days, “once-empty boulevards are choked 
with cars and lined with high-rise offi  ces and 
shopping malls”, and there are “more mosques, 
and their muezzin and prayers broadcast more 
loudly”; a clash of cultures with hazy outcomes. 

Jokowi’s win in this month’s elections 
consolidates the shift to democracy, but former 
general Prabowo’s polling shows nostalgia for 
a Suharto-like strongman has not gone away. 
McDonald fi ttingly sums up with an old Jakarta 
saying: “Anyone who thinks he understands 
the situation is sadly mistaken.”  NK

The plot of Demons is simple: seven middle-
class Australians, all couples but for a man 
whose wife is absent, spend a wintry weekend 
together in a semi-isolated beach house off  
Victoria’s Great Ocean Road. They will bring 
“no kids. No pets. No devices”, and agree to 
each tell one long true story about themselves 
or someone else, in the hope that “a couple 
of days together will be enough to get back 
to something real”. As is said in the opening 
pages, not even in jest: “This weekend we 
should throw away the rule book, let time 
stretch out before us. A diff erent kind of time. 
Story time.” 

The rule book is gradually thrown 
away, but not in the interests of mutual 
receptiveness. Any decorum these mostly 
unlikeable types may observe back home 
is quickly dropped in favour of storytelling 
intended to shock their enclave: long 
narratives that are only occasionally 
interrupted by banter and some serious 
inner-suburban “real talk”. For the large part, 
and deliberately so, the characters of the 
stories-within-the-story are more interesting 
than those who relay them.

Very obviously then this is a book 
about stories, one that seeks to interrogate 

Black Inc, 320pp, $29.99 Text, 304pp, $29.99

storytelling itself. When this becomes 
apparent, what at fi rst could be considered 
an underwhelming work from an Australian 
fi ction writer who could never be accused 
of complacency, rapidly reveals itself to be a 
surgeon’s sternum retractor – a work designed 
to help the reader stare at and hold and 
squeeze and prod the heart of the art of fi ction. 

Wayne Macauley, understandably, 
wants desperately to believe that fi ction has 
value, especially in the current “truth-poor 
environment” – that twisting and telling 
stories can really shake things up, that they 
might assist us “to fi gure out how we should 
live”. As one character opines, “Mightn’t we 
be better off  looking to get our truth these 
days through an artifi ce that truthfully says it 
is one?” Macauley’s 240-page answer to this 
question, Dostoyevskian in its hopelessness 
(the Russian dark lord of literature also wrote 
a novel titled Demons, itself named after “that 
bit in the Bible where Jesus gets the demons 
out of a madman and puts them into a herd of 
swine”) is alarmingly defeatist. Hopefully this 
absorbing novel is the swine that contains all 
of Macauley’s creative doubts and demons, 
and the writing of it has been the sending of 
them over a cliff .  TW
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COMMENT

Last year, more than 8 million people fl ew from 
Australia’s shores into the world. Last week, 37 did not 
return. Now, from here, we smell a burnt fi eld in eastern 
Ukraine. Our head sits in the chamber of the United 
Nations Security Council in New York. Our gaze fi rmly 
fi xed on President Putin in Moscow. Our heart with 
pockets of grieving families all across the country. They 
will now mark two lives lived – one before July 17, and 
another after.

Because we are travellers, and air travellers at 
that, aircraft crashes jolt the Australian psyche in ways 
that other transport tragedies do not. For those of us 
who watched the reports of the downing of fl ight MH17 
there was a sense of a near miss. For the prime minister 
it verily was, refl ecting that his own daughters had 
travelled the same route earlier this year. But though 
journeying across the globe is familiar, the world of 
surface-to-air missiles, armed separatist groups and 
their Spetsnaz sponsors is entirely foreign. A virus our 
system can’t quite recognise, nor often comprehend.

But we have responded well enough. Three things 
needed to happen this past week. A strong statement 
against the perpetrators of the act, a push to take a 
leadership role in the crash investigation, and resolute 
action through the security council to pave the way for 
access to the crash site and set the tone for subsequent 
actions against the perpetrators. 

The prime minister was quicker than most world 
leaders to put the blame for this incident at the foot 
of the Kremlin, briefed well by Australian intelligence 
agencies who have trusted access to US intelligence 
systems for just such an eventuality. The decision to 
appoint Air Chief Marshal Angus Houston as special 
envoy to Kiev was entirely appropriate given Houston’s 
military experience and recent work co-ordinating 
with international civilian aviation authorities and 
Malaysian airlines.

Australia’s experts, particularly Houston, 
will be welcomed in the Ukraine, and are likely to 
strongly infl uence the direction of the international 
crash investigation. They have little of the baggage of 
Ukrainian offi  cials, nor of NATO offi  cials for that matter. 
They have superior skills to Malaysian investigators, as 
demonstrated in the recent search for MH370. Houston’s 
background will be useful, too: the crash site lies in the 
middle of a very active combat zone and the Ukrainian 
military might yet seek to press every tactical advantage 
that this incident brings them.

At the UN, Australia’s leadership role on the 
security council has proved fortuitous. Like many, I was 
sceptical of Australia’s campaign to be elected to this 
forum – I didn’t like the grubby business of securing 
votes in the Caribbean, nor the suggestion that the 

governor-general had hit the campaign trail through 
African republics. Like many, this week I’ve been 
reminded that for all its faults, the UN still matters and 
playing a part there is important.

The security council is a strange world, where 
expert diplomats labour for hours and success can 
be marked by seeing a word like “despicable” appear 
in a formal statement. Yet furious personal lobbying, 
including by the foreign minister, Julie Bishop, forged 
the consensus to get international investigators into 
eastern Ukraine and the moral authority to pressure 
Russia’s president to co-operate in discovering the 
perpetrators and seeking justice.

Vladimir Putin is a man for whom artifi ce is an 
asset and subterfuge a professional habit. While his 
little green men have been fuelling rebellion in eastern 
Ukraine, Putin has avoided accountability through 
the fog of both the ground and propaganda war. But 
this time, there will be a trail directly from the missile 
that shot down fl ight MH17 to the complex military 
system that Russia likely provided to the men who 
pulled the trigger.

But despite the good work mobilising the security 
council, the justice that Australia is now seeking is very 
unlikely to be achieved. Putin has every incentive in the 
world to make sure that the separatists who shot down 
the fl ight are never able to discuss how it was that they 
procured sophisticated military weaponry, nor who it 
was that trained them in its use. 

When Pan Am fl ight 103 was blown from the 
sky in 1988, it took 11 years of sustained international 
pressure before Libya was convinced to hand over one 
of the alleged perpetrators for trial in a Scottish court 
in The Hague. 

In this case, I don’t think it’s likely that bereaved 
families will ever have the opportunity to see the 
missile crew and their sponsors brought to justice. Even 
if they could be found, it would be diffi  cult to build the 
case against them. US satellite images on the fl oor of 
the UN Security Council aren’t quite the currency they 
used to be.

For those reasons, the emotive energy that is 
manifesting now as grief may soon turn to anger and 
frustration. Australia’s government must now guard 
against its response and rhetoric becoming too emotive. 
Naming the recovery eff ort Operation Bring Them Home 
hasn’t helped in this regard, although the Australian 
Defence Force is using a diff erent operational title. As a 
US analyst noted, outrage cannot be a policy, nor grief a 
strategy. The government should take no notice of angry 
commentators who urge that Putin be barred from the 
forthcoming G20 summit. 

If anything, the Brisbane meeting will provide 

James Brown
MH17 and our place 
in the world 

an opportunity for Australians to directly take their 
message to Putin through public protest, and for 
Australian leaders to privately sustain political pressure 
on Russia.

The system that permits us to propel passenger 
planes into the air on one continent and land them 
safely on another is no accident. The global security 
that underpins our everyday life requires constant 
maintenance and support. Neglecting the festering sore 
of confl ict in eastern Ukraine, and failing to set limits 
on those who would use brutish power marshalled to 
support geopolitical aims, has consequences. And those 
consequences can be felt from Adelaide to Archangel. 
An Australian military leader has put it best recently: no 
island is an island.

The image of Australian bodies loaded into an 
industrial train on a shunting in eastern Europe forces 
us to confront questions about what kind of power 
we want to be in the world. Alone, we could never put 
pressure on a global nuclear giant such as Russia. As an 
ally, partner and good global citizen, we not only have a 
say but infl uence outcomes. 

We must also face the question of what sort of 
price we are prepared to pay for the maintenance of 
global security. 

The best outcome we can now hope for from the 
MH17 crash is that international pressure forces Russia 
to cease its covert assistance of rebel groups fi ghting in 
Ukraine, and that a ceasefi re between warring parties 
there can be negotiated. That kind of agreement might 
require UN members to contribute peacekeepers into 
the landscape now dotted by charred aircraft steel. 

We should now be thinking about what kind of 
contribution we would be willing to make. Will we risk 
further Australian lives to keep good order on the other 
side of the globe? How much of the burden are we willing 
to shoulder so that those Australians who leave our 
shores can eventually return? •

THE IMAGE OF AUSTRALIAN 
BODIES LOADED INTO AN 
INDUSTRIAL TRAIN ON A 
SHUNTING IN EASTERN EUROPE 
FORCES US TO CONFRONT 
QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT KIND 
OF POWER WE WANT TO BE.
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Statesman 
caprice

John Howard’s great gift was that he could appear to 
speak for Australia. The Australia he spoke for did not 
always exist. Sometimes it was a conspicuous relic of 
the past. It excluded many, and antagonised others. 
But somehow Howard – this small plain man, a kind of 
comforting family solicitor – managed to summons up a 
voice that appeared universal.

Watching Tony Abbott struggle through his fi rst 
year as prime minister, it is hard not to think of Howard. 
It was under Howard that Abbott truly came of age, more 
so than under earlier mentors such as B.�A. Santamaria. 
Howard showed him retail politics. He showed him 
populism. He showed him the many and strange things 
that go towards becoming a prime minister.

But Howard was a magician, the greatest politician 
Abbott’s generation will see. Those politicians who learnt 
their trade under him, including Abbott, seem not to 
properly understand this. The budget was a fi ne example – 
diffi  cult policy, fl awed in so many ways, that Howard 
might have been able to sell but which the current 
government thoroughly botched. Howard was a conjurer, 
and those who watched him did not learn his tricks.

Too often, when Abbott speaks he does not sound 
as if he speaks for Australia. The pitch is wrong. The 
timbre is uncertain. When he praises the bravery of the 
Japanese submariners who attacked Sydney Harbour, 
for instance, he misjudges his audience. These are 
not gaff es – winks or misspoken words or insensitive 
assessments – they are part of a more fundamental 
disconnect between Abbott and the Australia he 
represents.

But that changed a little this week. Abbott’s 
response to the shooting down of MH17 over Ukraine 
was statesmanlike. He found a reserve of gravitas, a 
capacity to speak for a grieving nation, to make strong 
points without the pall of opportunism that has until 
now held back his attempts to capture situations. For 
once, he sounded like he might be talking for Australia. 
And Australia, for once, seemed happy to let him talk 
for it.

When Abbott sheeted home blame to the 
Kremlin, he did so with muscular precision. He was not 
complicated, but he was ahead of the baddies rhetoric 
that has nobbled previous attempts at hard diplomacy.

When Abbott demanded access to the crash 
site be guaranteed, he occupied a position of early 
foresight. When he criticised the Russian ambassador’s 
initial response as “deeply, deeply unsatisfactory” and 
called Russia “very substantially to blame”, he exerted 
commendable pressure. Australia’s part in the security 
council resolution that subsequently passed confi rmed 
both these things.

It is too early to say if this represents a new 
confi dence in Abbott’s leadership. Whether the space 
created by parliament’s winter break will let some of this 
statesmanship take root is yet to be seen. What can be 
said is that this represents a coherence not seen since 
the Coalition took offi  ce. When Abbott said the nation 
“bleeds” for the victims of this attack, he found for 
himself and his prime ministership a new voice. •

Abbott writing the scripts as well
Mike Seccombe revealingly highlights the CVs of Tony 
Abbott’s right-wing old cronies appointed to head various 
boards and commissions (“Right across the boards”, July 
19-25). But PM Abbott doesn’t just choose lead actors, he 
also writes their scripts. When former Business Council 
of Australia supremo Tony Shepherd was appointed to 
head the National Commission of Audit, his terms of 
reference told him to recommend balancing the budget 
only by cutting spending, not raising revenue. He followed 
the script. The PM has not appointed anyone to head 
his upcoming Review of Commonwealth-State fi nancial 
arrangements, but the terms-of-reference script he 
released on June 28, 2014, reveals all. The review’s key 
objectives are “limiting Commonwealth policies and 
funding”, “fi scal sustainability at both Commonwealth 
and State levels”, and “achieving ... distinct and mutually 
exclusive responsibilities and subsequent funding 
sources”. Decoded, they mean permanently nobbling 
socially and economically vital Labor programs, notably 
the National Disability Insurance Scheme and Gonski.
– Max Costello, North Melbourne, Vic

Living in denial
I was disappointed to fi nd, in the midst of an otherwise 
illuminating article by Mike Seccombe (“Abbott 
stacking an ideologue pile”, July 19-25), the term 
“climate sceptics”, that nugget of rhetoric so beloved 
by the corporate media. A sceptic is someone who 
seeks evidence to substantiate their beliefs, rather 
than succumbing to the overarching dogma, and who 
questions facts or assertions before blindly accepting 
them. Tony Shepherd, Maurice Newman and the rest 
of the Liberal Party cronies, who choose to deny the 
overwhelming scientifi c consensus and ignore the 
ecological crisis that we are already facing, are not 
sceptics. The era of uncertainty about climate change 
ended about three decades ago. To challenge the 
existence of climate change today is the opposite of 
scepticism – it is outright and pernicious denial. 
– Anna Egerton, Annandale, NSW

ASIC deaf to warnings
James Wheeldon’s revelations about the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission (“One-eyed 
watchdog”, July 19-25) reminded me of my own 
experience. I put in a submission to the senate inquiry on 
the cause of the fi nancial collapse of the BrisConnections 
Airport Link with a loss of $4.8 billion. ASIC did nothing 
about the failure but what is worse was that it had 
earlier prevented release of the fi nancial model under 
freedom of information on the grounds that it was “not 
in the public interest”. On another occasion in 2012, I 
alerted ASIC to a serious case of market manipulation. 
My extensive analysis was received with the usual polite 
brushoff . ASIC later declared during the senate inquiry 
that it was “going to get tough on market manipulation”. 
With such a dysfunctional organisation as ASIC I 
can see little hope of a proper regulatory regime for 
Australian investors.
– John L. Goldberg, Beecroft , NSW

Morrison or Machiavellian?
Sean Kelly (“The minister of truth”, July 19-25) 
need not limit himself to invoking Orwell or Kafk a 
when describing Scott Morrison’s rhetorical style. 
Included in the select group of writers whose names 
have become adjectives is Niccolò Machiavelli. In 
The Prince, the Italian diplomat wrote, “Men ought 
either to be well treated or crushed, because they can 
avenge themselves of lighter injuries, of more serious 
ones they cannot.” This advice is consistent with the 
minister’s decision to lock up asylum seekers on the 
high seas. It’s telling that we need to use the names 
of two authors of fi ction and a 16th-century political 
theorist to make sense of Morrison’s decisions. At least 
Machiavelli would be proud.
– Lachlan Alexander, Hawthorn, Vic

Kid gloves on little Bolt
A (predictable) shame that Andrew Bolt responded 
with his usual breathless hyperbole to the Gadfl y 
column regarding his son (Richard Ackland, “Think of 
the children”, July 19-25). The piece was gentle, even 
encouraging its subject, which was appropriate given 
James Bolt’s youth. It would appear that Bolt’s fearless 
defence of free speech is not absolute.
– Jonathan Foye, Winmalee, NSW

Melbourne leaves its mark
Please stop referring to Clive Palmer as a Queenslander 
and implying that his behaviour is therefore to be 
expected (Jo Lennan, “PUP rolls over on FOFA”, 
July 19-25). He was nine years old when he left 
Melbourne. “Give me a child until he is seven and I will 
give you the man”.
– Peter Lynch, Moorooka, Qld

Informing our readers
After brushing my teeth, there is a distinct, slightly 
sickly sweet taste in my mouth. Among the 
ingredients in the toothpaste are sorbitol, which is 
a sugar alcohol naturally found in fruits; glycerin, a 
simple sugar alcohol compound; and sodium saccharin, 
which is listed as an artifi cial sweetener. Why would 
this well-known pharmaceutical manufacturer want 
me to have a sweet taste in my mouth after brushing? 
I’m changing brands. And will read up on the list of 
ingredients before my next purchase. Thanks for the 
prompt The Saturday Paper and Wendy Zukerman 
(“Sweet nothings”, July 19-25), whose name, by the way, 
translated into English, means Sugarman. 
– Rosie Elsass, Brighton East, Vic

Letters are welcome:
letters@thesaturdaypaper.com.au

Please include your full name and address and a 
daytime telephone number. Letters may be edited for 
length and content, and may be published in print and 
online. Letters should not exceed 150 words.
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COMMENT

At the time he gave it, Joe Hockey’s “Age of Entitlement” 
speech resonated with many. But that was two-and-a-bit 
years ago. Since then he has delivered a budget unable to 
follow through on the message of moderation he gave at 
London’s Institute of Economic Aff airs in 2012. He has 
been caught out by his own rhetoric.

The failures are many, but they are partly 
explained by the arm-wrestle that has existed within 
the Liberal Party for almost two decades. Hockey’s loss 
in that wrestle will follow him for a long time and may 
be the beginning of this government’s destruction. The 
failure hurts doubly for an electorate crying out for 
economic honesty.

The dilemma that now exists for the government 
and the frustrated rhetoric emanating from Hockey 
refl ect the Howard–Costello diff erences in attitude 
to revenue and spending from 2004 to 2007, and the 
legacy of John Howard’s so-called middle-class welfare 
spending.

The problem for Hockey is that the reasonably 
simple explanation – that the role of government should 
not be to provide welfare payments to the middle class 
and an assortment of “leaners” and “loafers” – 
has morphed into a platform of political payback 
and revenge. The public no longer believes Hockey is 
working for them. They have become confused and 
agitated to such an extent that Hockey has lost the plot. 
Added to this is Tony Abbott’s fanaticism regarding 
anything that Julia Gillard touched.

Once the budget became a hotchpotch of mixed 
messages, a vehicle to disassemble existing productivity-
enhancing initiatives rather than a conduit to a better 
long-term future, Hockey lost control of the process. 
Cory Bernardi attempted vainly to introduce some 
economic clarity and purpose to the debate, but when 
the public realised the government was doubling the 
defi cit his ramblings became unstuck

I have known Joe Hockey for 23 years. He was 
the messenger for Nick Greiner and Bruce Baird in my 
fi rst hung parliament, in New South Wales in 1991. I 
have always respected Joe because he is not a “retail 
politician” like Abbott and Barnaby Joyce, and is 
obviously wrestling with the “wholesaling” to vested 
interests. Although Hockey referred to the excesses of 
Labor as the main reasons to “repair” the budget, he was 
at least honest enough to also mention the excesses of 
Coalition budgets.

The resources boom tax cuts that Howard 
and Peter Costello announced before the 2007 
election highlighted the win-at-any-cost attitude of 
a dying government. Costello would have known that 
there were structural issues looming and the boom 
would not go on forever. It was evident in 2002-03 
that structural budgetary balance issues existed 
and both men would have known projections 
anticipated a structural deficit in 2006-07. Yet 
they continued to spend in an attempt to buy votes. 

Howard’s battlers were paid their “entitlement”.
Enter Kevin Rudd on day two of the campaign, 

agreeing to $31 billon in tax cuts. Each side is as guilty 
as the other. Rudd knew there were structural issues 
coming with or without the global fi nancial crisis but 
ignored the advice.

History shows that Howard in 2004 contributed 
16 per cent of the kitchen table budget. Compare 
that with Paul Keating’s 14 per cent in 1992 and that 
much-maligned welfare agent Gough Whitlam, who 
contributed 9 per cent in 1972. 

Hockey missed the moment when he used the 
Abbott offi  ce rhetoric of loafers and leaners – the real 
recipients of largesse essentially escaped the net. 
Things such as superannuation arrangements for the 
more well-off , negative gearing, a well-structured 
profi ts-based minerals tax and other tax reforms all 
failed to get a mention, even though they all have 
structural budgetary impacts.

Hockey had been complicit in many of the 
decisions that put large amounts of unsustainable 
cash on the kitchen table. The original baby bonus was 
defended as economically sensible, as was Abbott’s 
paid parental leave scheme. It snuff s out the austerity 
message completely. The baby bonus encouraged some 
people to have children for the “nation” – now some of 
the same people will be penalised by the nation if they 
fall into the wrong criteria elsewhere.

The invention of the “budget emergency” in 
opposition was shown up in government, where these 
simplistic slogans do not work. The Gillard–Rudd war 
and its electoral damage to the Labor Party weren’t going 
to be enough to carry an ill-conceived message. Dog-
whistling about the borders, unsettled Aboriginals, or 
people with disabilities, or other social minorities and 
victims was not resonating.

The snorting of “We’ll all be rooned” by Joyce 
wasn’t cutting through except with the redneck brigade. 
They always like a victim as long as it’s not them. 

Very little was said about the impacts on revenue 
caused by the odd circumstances surrounding real and 
nominal gross domestic product, the terms of trade 
and the value of the Australian dollar in recent years. 
Economists and business leaders refuted the emergency 
tag and argued for moderate structural changes to the 
budget that had long-term productivity consequences. 
They rightly argued that debt-to-GDP ratios were some 
of the best in the world but there were structural issues 
that needed addressing. Kicking to death a few aged-
care workers on $16 to $20 an hour is hardly the stuff  of 
major reform.

So where is the problem and why are the 
productivity enhancers essentially being ignored? The 
answer to that lies with those who funded the Coalition 
victory and has little to do with budgets other than 
perhaps their own.

There is no doubt that there are structural 

Tony Windsor
Why Hockey’s 
rhetoric doesn’t stick

problems within our economy that need to be addressed. 
Policy areas such as infrastructure, aged care in the face 
of an older and older population, long-term education 
and health costs and benefi ts all need attention. So, 
too, the sleeper that may negate the rest as long-term 
economic issues: climate change.

Costello and Wayne Swan understood the aged-
care dilemma – the high operational costs of delivering 
services and the massive capital budgets required if 
the current models were to be built for a large group of 
people, with the inevitable stranded asset problem once 
the baby boomers pass on.

The prime minister wants to be remembered as 
an infrastructure builder. Some – myself included – 
have taken to calling him the “Roads Scholar”. He is 
concentrated on urban roads as some form of economic 
saviour in terms of productivity increases, which is fi ne 
for the road builders but a recipe for more congestion. 
Little mention of the most important infrastructure of 
this century, the National Broadband Network, perhaps 
at the behest of the American billionaire Rupert 
Murdoch.

Another American, president John Kennedy, 
said not long before he died: “All of us do not have equal 
talent but all of us should have an equal opportunity to 
develop our talents.” The Gonski needs-based funding 
model provided a structural platform that removed the 
public-private-religious school impasse of generations, 
as well as providing an economic ramp for the future 
and an obvious social dividend. The Abbott government 
couldn’t be less interested.

The implications of climate change in an economic 
and environmental sense are missing from the Hockey 
agenda. Not because he doesn’t believe something 
should be done, but because he is bound by his leader’s 
dogma. Any budget reform for the future must include 
a market-based approach to emissions as well as 
constructive renewable energy policy. 

The posturing to vested interests and the 
technologies of previous centuries is a Pied Piper march 
off  a cliff , an insult to leadership and the community. 
The journey from London to Canberra has been too 
hard and Joe is “entitled” to feel disappointed by what 
he’s achieved. •
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HOCKEY MISSED THE MOMENT 
WHEN HE USED THE ABBOTT 
RHETORIC ... KICKING TO DEATH 
A FEW AGED-CARE WORKERS ON 
$16 TO $20 AN HOUR IS HARDLY 
THE STUFF OF MAJOR REFORM.
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It started as a contract that could not be lost.  
Now the bee industry is locked in a death spiral with 
the major supermarkets. Anna Holly reports.

Honey 
Wars
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Mauris in posuere velit. 
Vestibulum tellus neque, pretium congue 
magna eu, consequat vestibulum mauris. 
Sed ut leo at nisi viverra cursus non 
quis arcu. Aenean eget porttitor quam. 
Vivamus eget nulla nec arcu bibendum 
venenatis. Aenean urna tortor, posuere 
vel pretium sed, convallis quis nulla. 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Aenean a dapibus nulla. 
Donec ultricies non neque eget aliquet.
 In suscipit risus nec lorem laoreet, 
vitae interdum mi dapibus. Ut in pel-
lentesque ipsum. Integer iaculis lacus eu 
elementum rhoncus. Quisque scelerisque 
consectetur nibh. Suspendisse sagittis 
enim non lacus aliquam tempus. Cura-
bitur eu urna sit amet magna tincidunt 
fringilla vel nec purus. Vestibulum ullam-
corper sem tincidunt dignissim tempus. 
Fusce sodales, dolor eu rhoncus posuere, 
mi ipsum feugiat tellus, non condimen-
tum purus tortor vitae magna.
 Aenean id congue risus. Vivamus 
gravida enim et luctus ultrices. Integer 
et dignissim ante, ac euismod odio. Nam 
in augue consequat, imperdiet nisi eu, 
rhoncus justo. Proin placerat metus do-
lor, in tincidunt urna dignissim nec. Mae-
cenas rutrum facilisis hendrerit. Nam 
ipsum augue, porttitor eget justo eget, 
porta hendrerit tortor. Nam malesuada 
tortor vel est malesuada, at sodales nulla 
ultricies. Nunc adipiscing tristique me-
tus, at rutrum ligula sagittis at. Praesent 
faucibus viverra turpis, vel sagittis risus 
porttitor nec. Suspendisse potenti. Nunc 
suscipit, nunc id consequat sodales, nisi 
nibh dignissim enim, nec consectetur 
metus odio in dui. Pellentesque elemen-
tum vehicula sem at ultricies. Interdum 
et malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis 
in faucibus. Suspendisse consectetur in 
neque eu dictum.
 Proin viverra id ipsum elementum 
ornare. Aenean mollis ligula non felis 
lacinia vehicula. Phasellus egestas turpis 
id interdum tristique. Fusce hendrerit 
a nisl a condimentum. Praesent massa 
tellus, aliquam et magna non, venenatis 
euismod dolor. Pellentesque porttitor, 
enim sed pulvinar facilisis, arcu diam 
tincidunt turpis, non blandit est arcu 
sit amet quam. In bibendum interdum 
enim, dapibus sollicitudin nulla inter-
dum nec. Sed at nisi vitae lectus posuere 
posuere. Donec egestas ipsum risus, ac 

cursus massa consequat sed. Sed tellus 
urna, tristique non sem ut, faucibus 
luctus est. Donec pulvinar, sapien vel 
vehicula consequat, nisl ante mattis 
odio, in vestibulum nisl quam eu lorem. 
Vestibulum dictum orci ante. Cras luctus 
commodo enim. Etiam mollis dictum 
velit, ut gravida enim varius eu.
 Vestibulum volutpat vel ipsum id 
auctor. Donec sagittis mi risus, id fring-
illa elit semper et. Quisque tortor ligula, 
varius id sapien quis, semper faucibus 
dolor. Etiam blandit consequat sodales. 
Ut nec volutpat purus, at euismod eros. 
Morbi suscipit dui quis massa tempus 
molestie. Phasellus dignissim nisi nisl, sit 
amet aliquam dolor rutrum et. Pellen-
tesque non elementum quam. Fusce non 
commodo nibh.
 Suspendisse potenti. Mauris 
elementum, urna ut lacinia sollicitudin, 
nunc ante pretium massa, ut condimen-
tum nunc nisi sed felis. Quisque sit amet 
ipsum ipsum. Phasellus in justo diam. 
Duis nunc enim, fringilla ut vehicula at, 
posuere nec ante. Ut vitae egestas nunc, 
id vestibulum magna. Aliquam pulvinar 
velit a interdum rhoncus. Mauris sit amet 
vestibulum mauris. Praesent id porta 
libero, vitae luctus orci. Phasellus et mat-
tis sapien. Donec hendrerit ipsum ullam-
corper justo lacinia ornare. Nulla luctus 
facilisis lobortis. Fusce eleifend interdum 
lobortis. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et 
magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur 
ridiculus mus. Cras ornare luctus tortor 
et vestibulum.
 Nulla commodo justo molestie 
pretium volutpat. Fusce egestas dui 
vitae urna sodales, a pellentesque quam 
accumsan. Sed justo nibh, aliquet at 
dignissim in, fringilla elementum nisi. 
Quisque a fringilla turpis, et ultricies 
nibh. Aliquam vitae nisl lectus. Nullam 
sed tellus nisi. Duis vel dictum tortor, eu 
ornare nibh. Proin bibendum mi et nibh 
varius, quis consequat leo lobortis. In pu-
rus eros, rutrum ut aliquam a, tristique 
nec quam. Integer ac dolor at tortor pel-
lentesque accumsan. Curabitur in felis 
non augue tempor commodo.
 Proin egestas erat id nisi rutrum 
congue. Quisque ultricies turpis vel 
magna feugiat, eleifend pulvinar odio 
porta. Aenean consequat risus urna, 
ac pulvinar velit tincidunt ut. Nullam 
commodo dictum egestas. Aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut a rhoncus velit. Aenean 

consectetur lorem nec urna imperdiet 
tincidunt. Quisque massa est, blandit id 
sapien a, ultrices tristique leo. Donec vi-
tae vestibulum est, sed facilisis nisi. Duis 
porttitor lorem nec dignissim pellen-
tesque habitant morbi tristique senectus 
et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis 
egestas. Ut mi magna, fringilla at viverra 
in, auctor dignissim metus. Morbi quis 
diam eget quam tincidunt mollis. Sus-
pendisse potenti. Suspendisse eleifend et 
diam eu venenatis. Aenean gravida tortor 
suscipit imperdiet accumsan. Quisque et 
faucibus leo. Vestibulum mollis iaculis 
odio, id malesuada mauris condimentum 
id. Ut odio lacus, lobortis sit amet erat ac, 
hendrerit suscipit nibh. Quisque aliquam 

sem est, vitae suscipit metus pulvinar eu. 
Maecenas et mauris lacus. Donec laoreet 
sit amet nibh vel fermentum. Maecenas 
in neque eget metus lobortis pellen-
tesque.
 Aenean elementum ut urna eget 
tempus. Phasellus adipiscing, urna vel 
volutpat varius, massa diam bibendum 
libero, in aliquam mi libero sed lacus. 
Cras lobortis dui a ligula tincidunt, com-
modo volutpat turpis cursus. Vestibulum 
gravida tristique libero quis gravida. Nul-
lam tincidunt tellus at cursus venenatis. 
Praesent accumsan vulputate erat, 
ut lacinia ipsum ornare in. Ut dictum 
dignissim venenatis.
 Suspendisse nec velit blandit nisi 
viverra vulputate. Cras vitae consecte-
tur sapien, gravida pulvinar leo. Aenean 
eget nunc eget nibh gravida pharetra 
id in augue. Vivamus euismod felis sed 
ullamcorper ornare. Proin cursus ipsum 
sed elit commodo, at sagittis tellus com-
modo. Aliquam in nulla eu nunc aliquam 
tincidunt. Duis vestibulum vulputate lo-
bortis. Phasellus ac euismod est. Aliquam 
eu arcu at massa pellentesque tempus.
 Quisque bibendum sed enim eu 
pharetra. Duis vel aliquet nisi. Proin at 
erat felis. Maecenas tempor nec orci non 
accumsan. Vivamus posuere risus nisl, 
quis convallis neque porta nec. Curabitur 

quis egestas odio. Cras fringilla tempus 
neque, quis cursus tortor luctus eget. Nam 
venenatis eros sed odio tristique sollicitu-
din. Donec porttitor faucibus tellus, vitae 
iaculis nunc iaculis a. Etiam ac tincidunt 
ligula. Praesent risus nulla, pharetra vo-
lutpat pellentesque in, hendrerit pulvinar 
nibh. Vestibulum vel augue sollicitudin 
odio feugiat sollicitudin. Morbi faucibus, 
mi ut tempus rutrum, tellus odio cursus 
risus, non interdum felis nunc blandit 
enim. Praesent vitae neque lectus. Sed 
posuere in nulla dignissim feugiat.
 Suspendisse potenti. Phasellus 
auctor cursus odio sit amet facilisis. 
Duis ante dui, scelerisque ullamcorper 
dignissim molestie, malesuada sit amet 

justo. Pellentesque faucibus ac lorem eu 
congue. Donec placerat nunc eget felis 
fermentum molestie. Nam posuere nec 
diam in malesuada. Integer eget nisi eros. 
Sed tempus neque ut metus pharetra, 
eget pretium purus consectetur. Duis 
venenatis rutrum turpis ac sodales. Class 
aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent 
per conubia nostra, per inceptos hime-
naeos. Vivamus sit amet odio tortor. 
Vivamus rutrum turpis lorem, at varius 
sapien dignissim vel. Nam egestas id lec-
tus at placerat. In convallis lacus gravida 
magna gravida, vel sollicitudin nunc 
facilisis. Nulla facilisi. Curabitur urna 
eros, semper a adipiscing a, porta  
et ipsum.
 Pellentesque malesuada volutpat 
auctor. Donec eleifend vitae mauris vitae 
ornare. Nam molestie velit non blandit 
aliquam. Nullam urna enim, semper 
id ante id, feugiat pellentesque erat. 
Suspendisse rhoncus ipsum nec nisi 
mattis, vitae tincidunt nibh consectetur. 
Vivamus tristique mi ut diam dignissim, 
et varius tellus euismod. Nam nulla felis, 
aliquam nec porttitor quis, consectetur 
eu dui. Vestibulum aliquam nunc id 
proin venenatis eget urna vel egestas. 
Duis id purus ac orci mollis pretium eget. 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. 

“COLES AND WOOLIES COULD THEN OPERATE  
 LIKE A CLASSIC DUOPOLY, RAISING PRICES AND  
 SHARING THE MARKET AND THE PROFITS.” 
 — JOHN WOODLARK

ANNA 
HOLLY 
Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 
consectetur 
adipiscing elit 
duis sollicitu
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has already diverted more than 1.6 million tyres from landfi ll. That’s why Shell is proud to continue our sponsorship 
of The Australian Innovation Challenge. Let’s broaden the world’s energy mix. www.youtube.com/shellletsgo
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you’ll discover in this neck of the woods.
Find more behind the scenery stories at DISCOVERTASMANIA.COM.AU
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Yudhoyono fl exes 
muscles one last time
SBY’s era is almost ended in Indonesia, 
and the last task for Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono will be to carry through 
the transition to his newly elected 
replacement as president, Joko 
Widodo, in October.

In 2004, Yudhoyono became the 
fi rst directly elected president and his 
two terms have been widely seen as 
cementing the country’s democracy. 
Now he has to face down a fi nal challenge 
from the authoritarian past, or his legacy 
is in tatters.

A day before the offi  cial election 
result was announced on Tuesday night, 
Yudhoyono sacked the chief of the 
Indonesian army, General Budiman, 
apparently for showing partisanship 
towards the losing candidate Prabowo 
Subianto, a former army general 
himself. During the campaign, many 
reports emerged of the army’s vestigial 
network of village-level monitors known 
as babinsa, originally set up to guard 
against a resurgence of the slaughtered 
Communist Party, working quietly 
on behalf of Prabowo. With Prabowo 
badmouthing the electoral commission 
and at one point calling supporters 
onto the streets, it looked like a replay 
of the old game of creating disorder to 
justify military intervention. Budiman’s 
dismissal was a pre-emptive move.

Let’s see how far Prabowo now 
takes it. His coalition has already started 
to fall apart, with running mate Hatta 
Rajasa failing to appear at his side at one 
point and fi gures in Hatta’s Partai Amanat 
Nasional (National Mandate Party) saying 
the game is up. In addition, the Golkar 
and Democrat parties are also indicating 
they will align with the winner. Prabowo’s 

chief adviser, former Constitutional Court 
chief justice Mahfud, has quit. The option 
of a legal challenge to the result seemed 
at one point to have been removed by 
Prabowo’s impetuous “withdrawal” from 
the election a few hours before the result 
was announced. But he later said this was 
just withdrawal from the count and a court 
case will be mounted.

Mahfud’s place has been taken 
by one of Prabowo’s former Kopassus 
(Special Forces) colleagues, retired 
general Yunus Yosfi ah, who has been 
living quietly since the NSW inquest into 
the 1975 Balibo killings referred him to 
federal investigators for an apparent war 
crime. Yunus is a much cooler character 
than Prabowo and may well restrain his 
former junior offi  cer. If not, the Abbott 
government has the perfect mechanism 
to help out SBY by gearing up the 
Australian Federal Police in their so far 
token inquiries, now into a seventh year 
since the inquest. 

Bishop’s UN move 
an adroit gambit
Julie Bishop’s leap into the United 
Nations Security Council debate on the 
awful downing of the Malaysia Airlines 
MH17 fl ight over eastern Ukraine 
has won wide praise for diplomatic 
deftness, while Tony Abbott’s 
pronouncements and reports on his 
phone call to Russia’s Vladimir Putin 
have also gained worldwide attention. 

Good thing after all that Kevin 
Rudd went all out for a seat on the council 
for Bishop to show her stuff , and full 

marks to her delegation for crafting a 
resolution that even Russia could sign. 
There is Buckley’s chance, however, of 
the pro-Russian rebels who seem to have 
shot down the Boeing 777 being “brought 
to justice”, as Abbott and Bishop keep 
insisting. 

For the time being at least, talk 
preceding the looming G20 summit in 
Brisbane in November will centre on 
whether Putin should be allowed to 
attend, rather than whether climate 
change should be put on the agenda as 
United States president Barack Obama 
is urging.

Abbott has been resisting Obama’s 
call, preferring to make it a business-
friendly gathering aimed at gearing 
up global economic growth. But as the 
MH17 tragedy recedes, Abbott may fi nd 
the world focusing again on Australia 
becoming “the fi rst country in the 
world to repeal a measure to reduce 
greenhouse-gas emissions”, as The 
Economist put it. In addition, Abbott may 
fi nd some frostiness from India about the 
return of Sri Lankan Tamil refugees, who 
have set off  from southern India. 

Hanoi ponders oil 
rig removal tactics
All quiet on the south-east Asian 
front, meanwhile, after China 
withdrew its massive oil rig from 
waters contested with Vietnam two 
weeks ago, ostensibly because of an 
approaching typhoon.

All kinds of theories are bouncing 
around about the “real” reason. One 
suggests the original oil-drilling exercise 
was part of the power play in Beijing, 
to embarrass Communist Party chief 
Xi Jinping and divert him from a purge 
closing in on the “Shanghai faction” 
entourage of former leader Jiang Zemin. 

About the withdrawal, Canberra 
analyst Carl Thayer sees it having the 
eff ect of strengthening the hand of 
pro-China elements in Hanoi over more 
nationalist factions leaning towards the 
US and use of international law. “China’s 

gambit is a gift to those who believe 
relations with Vietnam’s neighbour to the 
north can be managed best through party-
to-party ties,” Thayer writes in the online 
journal, The Diplomat. It will also take the 
heat off  China at next month’s meeting 
of the ASEAN Regional Forum where 
maritime disputes are sure to be aired. 

“Vietnamese leaders now face some 
tough decisions,” Thayer says. “If they 
drop their legal case against China and 
hold back on stepping up defence and 
security co-operation with the United 
States, what assurance will they have 
that Chinese oil exploration ships and 
platforms will not return in the future? 
If Vietnam decides to go ahead with its 
legal case, what sanctions can they expect 
China to impose in return?”

North Korea airs 
China frustration
Pyongyang is meanwhile irked at its 
big socialist ally. 

It seems the Chinese have reduced 
or turned off  the fl ow in their oil pipelines 
into North Korea for fi ve months this 
year, while Xi Jinping made Seoul and his 
recent cosy meeting with South Korea’s 
president, Park Geun-hye, his fi rst step 
into the peninsula since taking power at 
the end of 2012. 

Then last week China approved 
a UN Security Council resolution 
condemning the North for its latest round 
of missile tests. South Korean reports 
say Pyongyang is cracking down on trade 
with China, and trying to stop use of the 
Chinese yuan in its unoffi  cial markets. 

Hardly a well-thought move since 
that trade is about the only thing putting 
life into the North Korean economy, but 
Pyongyang’s frustration was evident in 
a statement from the National Defence 
Commission, the power base of supreme 
leader Kim Jong-un, on Monday: “Some 
spineless countries are blindly following 
the stinking bottom of the US, also 
struggling to embrace Park Geun-hye, 
who came to a pathetic state of being.” •
world@thesaturdaypaper.com.au

HAMISH 
McDONALD
is The Saturday 
Paper’s world 
editor.
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South Korean 
president Park 
Geun-hye with 
Xi Jinping on 
the Chinese 
president’s July 
visit. 
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“I’m always interested in human behaviour and 
why people do what they do and what it means to them.” 
Homes’ most recent novel, May We Be Forgiven, is about 
families and the strange and destructive behaviour that is 
tolerated within families. In her book, a man comes home 
to fi nd his brother in bed with his wife and kills his wife 
rather than his sibling. “I was thinking about how brothers 
can have these very kind of contentious, almost biblically 
opposed sensibilities, but I also think the interesting thing 
is that they are brothers, no matter what.” To Homes, this 
idea rang true, that the sibling relationship was stronger 
than the marital one. She has one sibling, a brother, who 
she says, carefully, is “not entirely well”.

She watches a dog as it walks past. It is quiet and 
obedient, walking close to its owner, and it doesn’t 
acknowledge us at all. It had been sitting behind us and I 
realise it must have been what Homes has been looking 
at while we’ve been talking. She’s a dog person. She has 
several dogs, taken in from an animal shelter. 

“There are always multiple families within a 
family. There are the children in relation to the parents. 
If you have a boy and a girl, there is the girl in relation to 
her mother and the boy in relation to his father.”

Homes speaks over a seagull, its squawk is tuneless 
and rhythmic, like a toy that’s been wound up. “Ark,” it 
says from the water. “Ark, ark, ark.” It gets louder and 
louder, until fi nally it’s screaming. 

“We only want to be known in our families, or in 
our worlds, the way we want to be known. Part of it is you 
don’t really want someone to know too much, you want 
them to know the amount you choose. The measured 
amount. There’s this veneer of politeness, which I think 
is everywhere. That people don’t say what they might 
really be thinking.” 

Across Sydney Harbour is Luna Park, its smile 
ferociously happy. 

Homes was adopted. She wrote a memoir about 
meeting her birth parents, and says the experience of 
writing it was like picking at a cut. Now she has her own 
daughter and being a parent has helped her to understand 
her own childhood. When you are adopted you are told 
who you are, she says, instead of living out the personality 
you were given when you were born. “I think there’s a kind 
of dissonance in that experience, where you really are an 
outsider, even in your own life. That takes a long time and 
a lot of fi guring out.” Many writers speak of feeling like an 
outsider, but for Homes that feeling was real and acute.

Two women approach us, wanting to know where 
they can fi nd a copy of the writers’ festival program. 
Homes checks her phone and gives the woman the 
information she needs.

“What’s your name?” the woman says, suspecting 
she is a writer.

“I’m A.�M. Homes.”
“Oh, I know you! I’ve read all about you and your 

family.” Homes laughs and tells the woman that it’s a 
treat to meet her.

“I write these books that are mostly not 
autobiographical,” she says to me. “I am happiest when 
I’m inhabiting some other person’s experience, or trying to 
understand what it is to be someone else. It’s really trying 
to have some sense of the physicality or the emotional life 
of that person. I’m not interested in myself at all, actually. 
Or I feel that I know myself in all kinds of ways.” 

Homes looks across the water. From further down 
the harbour comes the horn of a boat, a mournful moan, 
as though it is alone at sea. It cuts through the din around 
us, long, deep and clear. •

A.�M. Homes is sitting close to water. It is beside us and 
under us. It is silent water, the deep, still water of the 
harbour. Above us, the clouds are closing in. Homes’s 
voice sounds thick, as though it bleeds across more than 
one note. It has a gentle, insistent quality that makes it 
easy to listen to.

She is talking about Antarctica. “You get there and 
then you can’t get out, because the weather changes and 
you’re stuck,” she enthuses. “And in the summer it is 
light, apparently, 24 hours a day, and in winter the sun 
never comes up.” These extremes appeal to her. As we 
sit there, everything seems to interest her: the things 
around us, the people who pass by. 

Her eyes are deep-set, and the rings around her 
irises are defi nite and dark. They are two perfect black 
circles. As she speaks, her gaze drifts past me, giving 
the impression that someone might be approaching me 
from behind. 

We discuss acquiescence. “People can know 
something and decide not to respond. Or pretend they 
don’t know. They can choose to not know what they 
already know. That is the thing that is most terrifying to 
me.” This wilful blindness pervades the world, and her 
books, Homes tells me, are often about awakenings from 
that state. “What we don’t want to know about ourselves, 
what we don’t want to know about our families, because if 
you know, you have to either choose to take action, or to 
take no action.” It seems, given a choice, she would always 
prefer knowledge. Even the knowledge of terrible things. 

We’re sitting on the wharf outside her hotel. The 
ground beneath us is uneven. The concrete is disrupted 
by handprints made in wet cement, by people who have 
stayed at this hotel. Famous people. Not far from where 
we sit are the handprints left behind by Rolf Harris.

The knowing

The Cryptic

MUNGO
MacCALLUM
is the author of 
The Good, the Bad 
& the Unlikely: 
Australia’s Prime 
Ministers.

The Quiz — Answers: 1. Leeds. 2. Rachel McAdams. 3. Cherry. (Bonus points: raspberry; coff ee; orange; hazelnut.) 4. Uric acid. 5. Armidale, NSW. 6. Manga. 7. Physician. 
8. Operation Yewtree. 9. Architecture. 10. Portugal.

ACROSS
1.  Anti riot clip – play three  
 times! (12)
8.  Censure wild pub attack (7)
9.  Once more studies about…  
 about publicity pieces (7)
11.  Motorists’ clubs (7)
12.  Legendary hunter reserves 
 a time for speech (7)
13.  Furious when found getting  
 into Auld Lang rye whisky (5)
14.  Learn fool: compose a slogan  
 for Aramis! (3,3,3)
16.  Large room with nothing –  
 very small number for 
 October 31 (9)
19.  Strips back slumber (5)
21.  Divine drinks produce 
 trances (7)
23.  Stripper in fi ght with queen (7)
24.  Talk about carnival town in old  
 vehicle (7)
25.  Northern Russian loses head,  
 becomes Spanish (7)
26.  Tradesman? Tradesman, but  
 an untrustworthy one! (6,6)

DOWN
1. Proposing for parliamentary  
 discussion: bill on fi sh (7)
2.  Depiction of hazy mirage  
 unknown (7)
3.  Boy is French individual; it’s  
 attractive! (9)
4.  Dog, ten, is a collector’s 
 item (5)
5.  Storm ripped apart a party (7)
6.  A small female Australian  
 audience for a musical   
 instrument? (7)
7.  Central space in university  
 with icon harp confusing for  
 four-channel sound (12)
10.  One father torn – or could be a  
 mother! (6,6)
15.  She wrote My Love Must  
 Wait and Internees Riot (9)
17.  Pavarotti – a lucky gangster!  
 (7)
18.  Working, a Bobby is out in this  
 precarious situation (2,1,4)
19.  The French make a mistake 
 – America’s back! It’s like  
 something in a dream! (7)
20.  Measure the wharf – about  
 time! Its more vacant (7)
22.  Posed – that’s a French   
 composer (5)

Solution next week

  1  2  3  4  5  6   
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THEATRE

Alex 
Dimitriades, 
John McTernan 
and Brett 
Cousins 
in MTC’s 
Glengarry Glen 
Ross; (facing 
page)
Nick Barkla and 
McTernan.
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blurring all the outlines and – except for Dimitriades – 
does not penetrate the great infl ated bubble of Mamet’s 
dialogue that seems consciously Shakespearean in its 
richness and almost operatic in its massive gesticulation 
and formal intensity. 

Greg Stone in the Ed Harris role of the prime 
mover in the business of stealing the “leads” gives a fair 
Americanisation of his familiar whiny braggadocio act, 
though it’s not incompatible with a toned-down version 
of the style Mamet sings with. 

On the other hand, Rodney Afi f as the guy he tries 
to suborn (the Alan Arkin part) is simply a walking 
caricature, superfi cially well observed but without 
inner fi re. 

Then – like a signature of what in general goes 
wrong with this production – there is the aff ectless, 
very Sydney-style sneering of Nick Barkla as the offi  ce 
manager. Where Kevin Spacey in the fi lm seemed like 
a creature from another world with his softness, this 
performance – not completely lacking in skill – does not 
have the right kind of predatory edge so that its “screw-
you” gracelessness comes across as a lack of moral 
courage. Brett Cousins, as the hapless potential buyer 
who gets scared, is alright in his way but without the 

absolute credibility such characters need in the presence 
of Mamet’s lust to extract the grandeur from caricature. 

It’s true that McTernan, script in hand, does 
resemble a human being as Shelly – a slightly doddery, 
up-against-it Willy Loman in minor key. That’s one part 
of Shelly, but he misses the man who is willing to ape 
the colossal agony of questing for the whale of his own 
obsession in the face of a humiliation that might as well 
be crucifi xion. 

Only Dimitriades gets inside Glengarry Glen Ross 
and it’s remarkable that he does in a production that’s 
saddled with central misfortune. Dimitriades, though, 
understands the absolute and deadly intensity behind 
the bluster and he knows that the very American arias 
of bullshit in Mamet – and Glengarry Glen Ross is the 
playwright’s Hamlet in this respect – are at the very 
heart of the thing Mamet dramatises. 

The clue to the man’s mesmerising dramatic talent 
is the way he sees the actor lurking like an agent of self-
destruction in every human breast. Dimitriades has this 
to the last degree. He is dangerous, riveting and mad. 
His Roma also seems to see himself in the very teeth of 
the footlights that could destroy him – a poor player that 
struts and frets his hour upon the stage. 

Only Alex Dimitriades in this production knows 
that the formalities behind Mamet’s high rhetoric – 
his sub-Shakespearean bombast – is an index of the 
desperation one of nature’s pretty boys is driven to by his 
sense of election and artistry in a profession that shuffl  es 
and sifts through the dirt of the earth.

It’s a very fi ne performance and it alone in the 
MTC’s production of Glengarry Glen Ross makes 
you proud of our proximity to American drama. Liev 
Schreiber played Roma in a 2005 revival of the play in 
New York but I’d rather see Dimitriades. Then again, 
Schreiber had Alan Alda as his Shelly. It’s just such a pity 
Alex Dimitriades does not have Steve Bisley to dance 
and rage with and that this production, in other ways, 
remains, rather limitingly, “on book”. •

DIMITRIADES AS ROMA HAS 
PRECISELY THE SORT OF 
CEASELESS SEA OF HUCKSTER’S 
HYPERBOLE THE PART REQUIRES.
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Mamet’s monster of a play is given 
a mousy rendition, save for its 
star, whose masterful madness 
raises the bar.

Glengarry 
Glen Dross

It’s a pity, because Dimitriades as Roma has 
precisely the kind of deep well of rhetoric and rage, 
precisely the sort of ceaseless sea of murderous 
huckster’s hyperbole that the part requires. Though 
it should be emphasised that he alone of all his tribe 
manages to encompass the gigantism of Mamet’s 
language, which can seem so compounded of piss and 
wind that it can seem like nothing if it is not inhabited 
with suffi  cient danger and self-possession. 

It’s hard to know what Alkinos Tsilimidos’s 
production would have been like with Bisley, an actor 
who has never been afraid of being big and would 
have been very suited, on the face of it, to release the 
pent-up poignancy of a role in which an old past-it 
salesman reveals an affinity with a ham actor to the 
point of peril. 

But the production is, in the other roles – roles that 
have been famously essayed by the likes of Kevin Spacey 
and Ed Harris and Alan Arkin – rather underdone and 
mousy in a very Australian, naturalistic way. 

It doesn’t help that Mamet is a monster of a writer 
and that Glengarry Glen Ross represents his garrulous 
dramatic genius at a zenith of verbal far-outness. David 
Mamet is a playwright who takes massive lungfuls of 
the hottest air drama can sustain and projects it like a 
19th-century sermon or the atavistic memory of the land 
that conjured up Moby-Dick or, at times, like so much 
vomit. He surges, he struggles, he writhes, he spews. 
He is a playwright who can look like the incandescent 
decadence of the American dream of drama and his 
logorrhoea, which is at its height in Glengarry Glen Ross, 
can make the most long-winded American masters of 
the dramatic mode, the likes of Eugene O’Neill and Tony 
Kushner, seem positively terse. 

Nor does it help this rather timid Australian 
production with its missing star that Glengarry Glen Ross 

is not only famous for its star-studded fi lm version, but 
the script that Mamet rejigged for the fi lm is distinctly 
superior to the original play that the MTC is doomed to, 
as it were, perpetually rehearse. 

In particular, the opening rant from the Alec 
Baldwin fi gure, the motivational aria of invective that 
sets the tone for the whole work, is absent from the play, 
which runs for a bare 90 minutes without an interval. 
Nor does it help that the very famous fi lm script (which 
is intensely theatrical and very deliberately histrionic) is 
in the category of, say, some of Shaw’s fi lm scripts or, to 
take a more recent example, the very bisexually infl ected 
script of the fi lm of Cabaret, which is much closer to the 
ambience of Isherwood than the original stage musical, 
denuded of all gayness, which continues to be played in 
all the revivals including Sam Mendes’s or – one imagines 
– its current resurrection with Michelle Williams. 

The fi lm – with its intimate structural resemblance 
to a play – transfi gures it. It makes it clear, for instance 
– as this production does not, or at least not to your 
forgetful slow-witted reviewer – precisely what Shelly 
does with the “leads”. It also has a far more lucid 
exposition and cogency because in his fi lm script Mamet 
knows these hacks of property sellers are liable to be 
sacked if they don’t succeed. 

So what is left? There is the question of the 
“leads” – the hunches on which deals may be made – 
and the suggestion from the outset of pinching them 
and selling them to a competitor. Then there’s the 
hair-raising pas de deux between Roma and a hapless 
client whose wife wants to pull out of a deal, and the 
pathetic, grandly grotesque way in which Shelly tries 
to claw his way back to an imagined greatness fi rst by 
trying to bribe the offi  ce manager into giving him good 
“leads” and then by his reckless action. Tsilimidos’s 
production fl uff s the thriller aspect of the plot by 

It was a special performance for critics a week after 
the opening of what was looking like one of the more 
glittering events on the Australian theatre calendar. Alex 
Dimitriades was to play Ricky Roma, the Al Pacino part 
in David Mamet’s Glengarry Glen Ross, and this piece of 
star casting was to be balanced by the presence of one 
of the nation’s more noted veterans, Steve Bisley, in the 
even more towering role of Shelly Levene, the part Jack 
Lemmon had played like a dying and demented tiger at 
the end of his career in the 1992 movie. 

The only trouble was that just a matter of days 
before the opening, Bisley had to pull out because 
of illness and, instead of seeing the supreme weasel 
of Australian stage and screen, the man who had 
played Barney in what is arguably the greatest of all 
productions of Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, the 
1995 one with Frankie J. Holden as Roo and Genevieve 
Picot as Olive, directed by Robyn Nevin at the height of 
her powers, instead of Bisley, the villain of Nadia Tass’s 
The Big Steal, the Machiavellian producer in Frontline 
with Rob Sitch, we were to get John McTernan, a 
rather less quicksilver older actor who was going to be 
“on book” (that is, script in hand) for the Melbourne 
opening that we critics therefore, courteously, stayed 
away from in droves. What no one was quite prepared 
for was that he’d still be clutching the script like a 
memory of happier days a week later and what we were 
being presented for review was a production that was 
manifestly lamed from the start. 

In fact, McTernan gives a skilled and credible 
performance as the old real estate agent on the skids, 
though the script stands as a sort of token of the fact 
that the role was perhaps always a bit beyond him. 
He seems to need Mamet’s text as a crutch rather than 
a necessity and yet the performance misses the hectic 
and terrifying bravura Shelly requires. 

PETER 
CRAVEN
is a literary and 
culture critic.
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“An astonishingly 
rich and rewarding 
play, as intelligent 
as it is richly felt” 
Daily Telegraph (UK)

Love, ethics and 
neuroscience are 
explored in this award-
winning new play. Two 
volunteers of a clinical 
drug trial are warned 
of side effects – can 
they trust their feelings, 
their sanity, or is this a 
chemical romance for 
scientifi c gain?

By Kit Brookman & Anne-Louise Sarks after 
A Doll’s House by Henrik Ibsen  Director Anne-Louise Sarks

Freedom and 
power – a Nora 
for our times
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